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PART I
The Theory of Objectives for American
History in the Secondary Schools.

INTRODUCTION.

History is a record of Past events; or everything
that has ever happened.

American History then, is a record

of the aspirations and achievements of the American people.
The greatest objective in the study of any and all History
is to interpret the Past in terms of the present conditions
in order to forecast a solution to problems confronting us;
in short, it is the aim of social adjustment.

All other

aims, both general and specific, are subsidiary to this one
aim; and in the scope of their application must ultimately
be measured by it.

In addition, the subsidiary aims of

History in Secondary Schools must

to a certain degree

correlate with the general aims of education, and specifically
supplement the values presented by the other subjects in the
curriculum.

'.

The general aim of education from a philosophic
interpretation, is to enable the individual to recognise
the best in everything; to enable society to roll the world
a little nearer perfection.

History then with its aim of

social adjustment is a true ccg in this wheel of educational
value.

The aims of other subjects in the"curricula either

supplement that of History or work parallel to it.

For the

sake of clearness, then, it is well to give the standard of

values whereby every subject taught in the Secondary Schools
is tested.
1.

They are ten in number:

A subject possesses auxiliary value.

This aim in

history may be that history is studied as a found
ation for literature.
3.

A subject possesses practical or utilitarian value.
By this is meant the use to which its kncwlege can
be put in the outside world.

One who wishes tc be an

Historian, study-s, history with this aim in mind.
.3.

A subject possesses intellectual value.

This aim

in Kistory is to develop the reasoning, the memory,
imagination, conception, and the judgment;
4.

A subject possesses Civic value.

The objective of

History study here is good citizenship.
5.

A subject nossesass social values.

This is History*s

supreme sphere; its one intensive objective.
6.

A subject.possesses ethical value.

The aim of

History in this sense would be to interpret social
adjustment in an improving moral way.
7.

A subject possesses religious value.

Only religious

history can have this as an objective.
8.

A subject possesses aesthetic value.

For this

History reveals the evolution of art, sculpture,
literature and architecture.
9.

A subject possesses conventional value.

History

might bs studied from this angle aiming at an
understanding of the traditional standards of
conduct of various classes and various races of
• people.
10.

A subject possesses cultural value.

This applied

to History is studied for its own sake, for the
pleasure one gets from the knowledge thereof.
These are the ten categories of value by which a subject is
tested for its merits or objects in the High-School curricula.
It has been shown how ^istory has a place in each in varying
degrees, but, since some of these values are mere pronounced
than others as an objective for History teaching i-t te only a
few which have been looked upon "as the customary aims.

These

few aims have become so stereotyped that they mean little or
nothing to the average High-School teacher.

It is for this

reason, then, that a critical study of the aims of History
teaching, especially of American History teaching, is an
essential subject for investigation.
One often hears both parertt and pupil murmur against
the "dry” subject of history, and they wonder what’s the
use of teaching a course like that in the High School any
way-- and the surprising fact is that not many teachers
themselves are prepared to answer this complaint.

It has

been shown that History stood the test of values for a

Secondary School subject; it is a worthy subject then; but,
if it is a worthy subject, the teacher should know why it is,
the pupil should know why it is, and the public should
know why it is.

It is an analysis' cf the objectives that

show its worthiness.

This analysis comes from two sources

-- from the theory of History teaching, and from the practice
of history teaching.
The theoretical aims fall in three groups: ,
1.

Those taught in College courses on "How to Teach
History";

2.

Those established by e’duoat 1cnal Committees and
conferences considering a reform in History teach
ing in the Secondary Schools;

3.

Those suggested by prominent men and leading
education in our representative magazines.

The aims in practice fall also in three divisions:
1.

The aims as actually considered by instruct.ors
of History in the High Schools;

2.

The aims as emphasized by the authors of High
School texts on American History;

3.

The aims as they bear a positive or negative
influence on social and political conditions.

Just how far the aims in practice support the aims
in theory remains to be seen from the digest given in the
following chapters.

V

CHAPTER I
AI-'S GIVEN IN HISTORY TEACHERS PREPARATION CLARPRS'IN
COLLEGE
For tho-'-e dsgirinz infcrr.aticn on the aims cf.-American
History in the Secondary Schools, perhaps the most readily
accessible material can be found in,college text-books for
teachers courses ..in history; such text-books as Johnson’s
"The Teaching of History, ” Bourne’s, "The teaching of Civics
and History, " Weyland's, "How to.Teach American History,"
Hasluok’s, "The Teaching of History,"and Tryon1s, "The Teach
ing of-History in the Junior and Senior High Schools.Y
These five texts are representative of all the books written
on the subject of history teaching and are in must common
use to-day in our teacher’s training-colleges and in the
educational courses of cur state universities.

These books

are one and all attempting to answer the question, "How
should history be taurrht in.the. Secondary schools?"

and in

answering the aimsof history teaching occupy important space
and are given,first consideration; for, however subjective
the material may appear to us and cur classes, yet without
an objective the course, mav as well have been omitted from .
the curriculum; unless the objective or objections aref
predetermined; the materials and method of.instruction lose
their value.
Thus it is that these books deal with primary force
upon the aims of history teaching, and although they d; not
-■allccnsider the aims of American History specifically yet

the airno of history teaching in general must correlate in a
considerable measure with those of American history.
The order in which these bocks have deen treated in this
chapter is arranged according to both the date of publication
and the attention that each has received.

Of the three earlier

books, Johnson, Bourne, and Vfeyland, Johnson is used the most
extensively in our colleges to-day; while of the two more re
cent books, Hasluck and Tryon. Tryon is gaining in recognition*
Bourne ranks next to Johnson in the History Teaching courses.

*
The first book to be considered is Doctor'Johnson’s,
"Teaching of History."
February 10, 1867.
1869.

Doctor Johnson was born in Sweden on

He cane to America with his parents in

He graduated from the University of Minnesota; then

took his Master's degree at Columbia University in 1902.
was a secondary school teacher from 1889-1891.

He

He was head

of the History department, State Normal Schools, Mcorehead,
Minnesota from 1895 to 1899.

From 1899 to 1906 he was an

instructor in History in the State Normal School at Charles
ton, Illinois.

In 1906 he became a professor of History in

The "Teacher’s College, Columbia University.

He has written

two books on the teaching of History; "The Problem of Adapt
ing History to Children;" and "The Teaching of History"
written in 1915.
Professor Johnson in the beginning of the last, mentioned
book* places stress unon the importance of aims.

For, "The

aims cf instruction determine for any subject the materials to
be selected and the manner o f .dealing with them.n

Thus it is

impossible to successfully teach Kistory without worthy aimsv
‘There must be seme goal to endeavor, to- reach.. It is self evi
dent- that it would be foolish to start out with a shin on a
long voyage, net knowing where or why you were going.

And it

is just as unreasonable to endeavor to teach or learn History
without proper aims.

But what constitutes worthy aims? . Pro

fessor Johnson begins with a survey of the aims of the early
Historians.

Herodotus, he says felt that the chief aim of

History was to entertain the-public.

Thucydides found that

History could be used not only for entertainment, but that it
would supply useful lessons for statesmen and military leaders
Thus for a- number of centuries we find Historians following
the views of Herodotus and Thucydides. "They selected facts
because they were interesting or because they would be useful
to military leaders.

And undcubt#ly, they felt that, if for

no other reason than the study of military campaigns, History
was worth while.

For that time, as'we well know, the life of

a nation depended- upon its military, strength, to protect itself
Quite naturally then, Kings were anxious to have their
generals and leaders make a study of History.

-

Thus the big

question in all countries at this time was ,"How can we best
protect ourselves, or how can we acquire more territory by.
successful conquest?"
to reneration.

But problems change from generation

Each -age has its own -special interests.and

problems.

Then as the problems change necessarily the aims

of teaching change especially the aims of teaching History.

r

* "It has for this reason been declared one of the most
ephermeral of all foams of literature.

The History of the

World must be written anew in each generation.

Even scientific

History reflects the special interests and problems of the
age in which it is written."

Professor Johnson, before

giving his own ideas as to objectives, first quotes a number
of aims, usually given by Historians and then comments upon
them.

He gives the following; First, to discipline the

memory, the imagination and the judgement; 2 , to teach the
nature of historical evidence ana to fix the habit of
weighing historical evidence; 3, to give training to the
use of books; 4, to furnish entertainment: 5. to set up
for conscious imitation ideals of conduct, of patriotism and
of social service; 6 , to inculcate practical knowledge that
can be turned to account in the dailv concerns of life; 7, t
illuminate other studies especially geography and literature;
8 , to cultivate a discriminating taste for historical read inf,
9, to enrich the humanity of the nupil, enlarge his vision,
incline him to charitable views of his neighbors, give him a
love for truth, make him, in general, an intelligent, welldisposed citizen.
. The first criticism made of many of the above aims is
that they are too broad and general.

While in a way they

may be true, yet these same aims could be used just as well
for anyother subject.

For.example the principle that history

is taught to furnish exercise for memory.

There is little

doubt but that it does afford some exercise for the memory,
but there are many other subjects taught which are recognized
to be much better as trainers for memory.

Memorizing poetry

in English undoubt^Ly is just as good to develop the memory.
?"Teaching of History" by Johnson.

Page 57.

In fact, the truth is that at the present time very little
memorizing is done in history.

So much has been said FEaintt

9 mere memory history, that v;e find lev; teachers using the
long list of dates or presidential lists and administrations
for "committment."

Johnson suggests that it would he well

to give more time to memory work in

history, than we are at

present, hut I believe the majority of historians would advise
against this because of its cramping a larger individual de
velopment to be gained from stress on aims more appropriate
to good citizenship.
Then there is the "imaginative” objective; but this again
is not peculiar to history, for to endeavor to put reality in
to the content of numerous othercsubjects as geometry or physics
is indeed work for the imagination, ITo see the fantastic fig
ures of the classic myths or gay parties of English poems ip
play for the imagination^ but in history we are not striving
for a fanciful fairy-tale nor to give new birth to the heroes
of old, but to. construct a chain of facts whereby the student
can reason from fast to present and make some calculations for
the future.
It is true we find inspiration, entertainment, and ideals
of life and conduct in history but we find them in equal me as —
^ureTsubjects taught in the Secondary gchools-perhaps in great
er measure,;as Johnson himself says: "f’e no longer go to
history for lessons in norailo,rnor good conduct, nor yet for
dramatic or picturesque scenes. *,re understand that for all

these purposes'legends, '.vould be preferable to history, for it
presents a chain of causes and effects more in accordance with
our ideals of justice, more perfect and heroic characters,
finer and more affecting scenes.”
Johnson finally admits that while history does accomplish
these aims, yet many other subjects do likewise.

But does it

minimize the value of history just because other subjects bring
out the same results?

Johnson says that in a way it does;

that if history is to remain in our curriculum, it should de
pend primarily upon aims that can be realized in no other way
than in history, at least, to a much greater degree than any
other subject.
The question is then asked, why do we find so many dif^ferent aims given?

Johnson answers the question by stating

that as a rule men do not differentiate between crlf'ical History
and simple uncrrfc'icdllHistory.

But from his viewpoint as a

Historian, he desires to consider History as cubical HistoryHistory of the scientific cutical type dominated by the idea
of development.

From this point of view nothing either was

or is; everything either was or is in a continuous process
of becoming.

Here then is a conception that renders History

not only unique but indispensable in that it makes the world
intelligible-in words of the author: * "The world to be made
more intelligible, through school instruction in History is
the general social and political world. The mode of pro
cedure is obviously to exhibit successive societies in action,
to convey by means of concrete examples definite impressions
of human beings, bring to-gether, commanding one another,
serving one another, going to war, making peace, organizing
a church, constructing a government, demanding, higher wages,
protesting against laws, seeking amusement-impressions, that
is, of what society has been and is, how society works, and
what the causes and consequences of social action are.
♦Johnson,"The Teaching of History." Page 76.

Summed up, the main aim is to make the general social and
r- "
political world, intelligible to the boy and girl, as natur
al scisncodoes"the material world.
The above quotation is .what Johnson believes to be the
one big aim of history.

He says it meetsra fundamental hu

man need; meets it well and :in a way that no other sub ject
does.

In order to carry out this aim, Johnson suggests a

few main principles.

First he says all the facts must be

historical, and must be recognized by the pupils as histo
rical.

in the second place the differences in.peoples, cus

toms, and institutions must be emphasized.

Historyiissoc-

eupied fundamentally with differences.

In the third place

the idea of change must be emphasized.

Development is

change, and a changing social world can only be understood
by a study of .former changes.

It would almost seem un

necessary to emj^asise changing conditions; yet there are
many statesmen who do not seen to realize this.

In fact

many of them endeavor to measure the United States of to
day by the standards of 1789.

A proof of this, one of the

big arguments- used against our joining the ’’League of Hations", is that George?Washington warned us to keep away
from entangling alliances with Europe.
The next book, I will discuss will be "The Teaching of
History and Civics" written by Professor Henry E. Bourne.
Professor Bourne was born in Hamburg, Hew York, April713,

-

1862.

He has been a Professor of History since 1892.

He

taught in the Universities of Ohio, Oregon, and Texas.

He

has written several historical works, but the best known
and most widely used is his, "Teaching of History and Civics
written in 1902.

When he wrote this book he was Professor

of History in the C/ollege for W omen, Western Reserve Uni
versity.

This book is used quite extensively in college

courses on, "How to Teach History."

The fifth Chapter is

devoted to the value on objectives of History.
Bourne begins by telling why he believes it is necesgs<ry to determine the aims.

He thinks the first requirement

of a History teacher should be the presentation of his or

J-

her scheme of aims; for it is the aims that will undoubtly
influence or determine the method to be used in the teaching
of tho course.

The first point that he stresses is that we

should teach History that will aid the pupil in his present
daily routine of life as well as history that will prepare
him for future History in the colleges.

He finds that too

many teachers endeavor to teach History lessens with the
view that when in college the student will receive a certain
type of History training that will complete the High School
work.

The trouble with this, as Bourne points out, is that

only a smallpor: cent of our students ever enter the higher
institutions of learning.

Then it might be suggested that

the students should be divided into two divisions, the one
group composed of those who intend to pursue higher educa
tion in colleges, and the other group who intend to go out

into life.
ground

zhat

Bourne objects to this classification on the
it in quite difficult, or rather impossible for

students of high school age to kncv whether or not they will
attend college, or seek business opportunities.

He points

out that the Madison Conference was emphatically against a
division along this line.

They declared the following in

their thirty-first resolution; *1 .

"That the instruction in

History and related subjects ought to be precisely the
same for pupils on their way to college as for those v/hoexpect
to .stop at the

.end of High ..School."

Then what should be the aims?
of education?

First, what is the aim

A common definition for education, according

to Bourne is *2 .

"complete living" which means to be as

useful ■and as happy -as possible.

Thus according tr Bourne

any subject to deserve a place in our curriculum must aid us
in being as useful as possible and happy.

At a glance

it is readily seen that History does not facilitate complete
living with' the directness of "spelling, reading, and arith
metic.

For in the majority of cases our very bread and butter

demands unon these; and'indeed cur happiness, for in this age
it would certainly be impossible for one to be happy if he
could not read or writs.

But on second thought, no one can

claim that reading, ar itlimet ic#and spelling will make a
complete or full life.
complete family life?
essentials?
*1.
*2..

Then what are the elements of the
Does History supply the missing

Bourne c.nsiders the objectives of history in

"The Teaching of History and Civics." Bourne Page 80
"The Teaching of History and Civics.” Bourne Pacre

this light rnd first considers the element of knowledge:
*1. All the comprehension of the world v/e can. get, not through
observation, but through the study of science, literature, and
history," and of these three subjects history, so Bourne says,
plays the biggest part in giving the students a knowledge of
our country, its institutions,and its relation to the world.
The next element considered is that of patriotism. *2.
There is no doubt but that every child should have the element
of patriotism in his makeup; but it would be impossible to
develop or expect to find any patriotism in a man or boy who
knew nothing"of the history of his country, just as it is im
possible for a man or boy not to have patriotism when he does
read of our history;, hew for centuries we have

stood -out as

a shelter for the oppressed from many lands and how many of
our great men have '•givsh 't>,eir;;li.veg i im order that our
country might live.
The next aims that Bourne presents is to foster a love
of truth. The child early in school life learns v

:.

that history is not a story made up the way we desire to have
it, but that it is the truth.

He quickly learns to difS-

ferentiate between History and fiction; between the real strug^fles of our heroes and-the fairy tale.
The next aim is to develop judgement.

History gives the

pupil many chances to use his judgement; opportunities where
he is not only compelled to do so, but where he desires to#.
For example: Bourne sites the case of Robert E. lee.

Did

Lee, who is undouht^y a great historic figure, do right in re
fusing to go with the Union, or in standing by his state?
It is not difficult to find other examples,

we might add to

Bourne’s question such others as: Was Arnold justified in
turning traitor?

Lid President Jackson act as a President

should when he refused to support ' , the Supreme Court deci
sion in the case of the "State of Georgia vs. the Indians."
The fifth objective according to Bourne is that a His
tory course should give a student training in the handling
of books. A course taught not only from the text, but one
use-of
^
that makss^he library,^compels the student to begin a crude
type of research work.
ulum;

In

the present High School curric

history undoubt^y stands out most prominently as a

course that teaches the pupil to use the library.
Then Bourne goes on with the next aim.
velopment of the imagination.

That of a de

Many of the things we are

required to do in life demand imaginative power,

Ajmd His

tory does do much to stir the power of imagination.

The

great battles, magnificent scenhes, noble men, stir the pu
pils imagination probably as

no other subject does.

Then lastly he takes up historical.

mindedness.

But

according to his definition of historical mindedness, it is
really made up as a combination of love of truth, and clear
judgement.
Summing up the aims as Bourne gives them they are,

Knowledge of environment, patriotism, love of truth, judge
ment , imagination developed, use of Docks , and Historical
mindedness.
.
I
• Thus Bourne differs from Johnson in that he gives a num
ber of aims as he sees them; placing equal emphasis on each;
while Johnson mentions a-number but emphasises only one.
t!

»

Hew To Teach American History-by Dr. John \7. V/eyland.
Professor of History and Social Science, State Normal
School, Hamsuurg, Virginia.

•

"Dr. -Y/eyland’s bock was written in 1514.

The bock was

intended for use as a text-bock in normal schools, teachers
training classes,
dent.

and as a handbook for the teacher and stu-

It was Dr. Weyland’s purpose to have the stylesimple

and intelligible, avoiding the use of technical terms, not
well settled In common usage.

He devotes all of Chapter IV

to "Important Aims in the Teaching of History."
He divides these aims into three large divisions:
1.

Aims of the teacher regarding himself.

2.

His aims regarding

3.

His aims regarding the results of his work.

his manner and method.

First^ he discusses what the teacher should aim at for
and in himself.

Second, he treats aims regarding.the teachers

manner and method of teaching.

These are two very interesting

topics, but as far as "aims" in the teaching of History, they
are irrelevant.
The aims regarding the teacher, his method and manner

relate tc the instructor arid net tc the pupils.

In this

paper "aims" refers tc the aims the teachers endeavor tc give
tc the pupils, that is,the reaction he expects tc get from
them as a result cf his teaching.

Thus, v/e v;i 11 pass ever

the first two aims and talce up and discuss the third aim,
"aims regarding the results cf hie v/crk."
The third division .of aims is the results the teacher
should leek forward to cb'tai

hr cugh his- teaching .

Like ‘

Try on, Vfeyland dees net seem tc desire tc commit himself.
He just asks these questions.
*1.

Is it his salary?

Is it a better position?

it a better school system?’ A better judgement?
patriotism?

A better age tc come?

A better

He asks these questions,

but he does not answer them directly.

Instead he quotes

from Dr. Oscar I T7ccdley.
2.

Or is

'

"The essential purpose cf history is tc give an idea

cf individual and national worth and the means by which they
developed; sc that the child knowing these may be persuaded
to do the things and tc live the life that will make f or the
welfare cf himself and the state."
As a general statement V/eyland adds that the above is
good, that no change or comment will be attempted; but in
order tc be more specific he would break up this aim into
the following subheads.
(l)
*1.
*2.

Increase capacity for real happiness.

Hew tc Teach History. V/e; land. Page 42.
How to Teach History, beyland. Page 42.

(2) Sharpen appreciation for all things beautiful, and
for all persons noble and honorable.
(3) Knoxv that righteousness exalts a nation.
(4) Sin is the downfall of great empires.
(5) .Realise that obligations are mutual.
(6 ) Quicken sympathies.
(7) love of truth.
(8 ) Increase efficiency as a factor in a progressive
age.
Dr. Weyland in his aims considers the term "aims" in a
broader sense than either Johnson or Bourne.

He not only

takes up aims to be brought out in the course: itself, but
the aims the teacher should have as far as hef himself is.
concerned and the methods or vzay in which he presents his
work.

In that section devoted to the aims "in teaching"

Dr. Weyland treats the objectives in a manner similar to
that efProfessor Tryon has adopted in his recent book,
"The Teaching of History in the Junior and Senior High
Schools."
teacher

He gives

a large number and leaves it to the

to stress the one he sees fit.

It seems that

T'eyland feels if the teacher is of the proper type, well
qualified and uses the right method, the other .aims; in the
teaching will take care of themselves.
Although IVeyland devotes considerable space to these
adL
aims, yet r/hen view.in perspective they all seem to converge

.around, "Making: a good, efficient, honorable citizen out of
the student," and may well have served as the pattern for a
large portion of fryon's chapter on that subject.
The Teaching of History by Eugene lewis Has luck 11. A.
(1920)
Hasluck states that the mainsob jective in the teaching
of History is the acquisition of the knowledge of certain
important facts relative to the development of the human
race, and of our own race in particular.

In the primitive

community or state there was very little need for Historical
knowledge, but in a highly developed state like our own, the
need for Historical knowledge is evident if we are to be able
to understand conditions.
* "We must know at least how the
inhabitants of the country came to be grouped together as a
single organized community, how the present system of common
action and mutual protection grew up, how we became possessors
of our over sees dominions, why we have been drawn into con
flicts with other peoples; we shall be led on from them to
make similar investigations into the story of the other peoples
of that world into which our lot is cast." As minor aims,
Hasluck gives, broadening of the mind and the fact that a
knowledge of History explains the many Historical allusions
that crop up in the newspapers, in literature, and elsewhere.
He says that the aim of History is not to amuse.
also attacks

He

aims often given that History provides a

training in the citizenship; and that it is a suitable basis
for moral and ethical instruction.

He suggests that it is

well for an intelligent voter'to have some knowledge of the
past, but that for political training derived from History

*

Introduction. Pago 1-2.

to have any substance,it is necessary to study the subject in
far more detail than anyone could possibly find time for in
any Secondary School.

Then it is inpossbile, he'feels to use

history as an ethical study for there are so many examples of
•- •

'

1

,/

-

violence, treachery, arid''deceit "in history.
Has luck warns us that v/e are getting to* far av.’ay from the
old method of learning history for facts; to-day he feels there
is too great a tendency to get avay from the grinding methods
of our fathers.

There are too many excursions to the abbey

or the picture gallery; the cinematograph film, and the read
ing of the historical novel.

The pupil studies these only

from the point of pleasure and interest and does not acquire
valuable information of the period in history studied.
Easlnck is one of the fev; historians *.vho varns us. that
v/e are not giving enough time to obtaining facts in our his
tory.

He does not write very optomisti&^&h. r/egard. to the

tendency to teach only things that will amuse and interest
the student.

He speaks of "sugar coating” facts and seems

to feel that the student just takes the sugar and spits out
the rest of the "pill."
“'The Teaching of History in Junior and Senior High
it

Schools by Holla Milton Tryon. Associate Professor of the
Teaching of History in the University of Chicago.
This book written by Professor Tryon in 1921 is perhaps
the latest book published on the teaching of History that has

been given much recognition.

I'he book is very readable and'
the
essentially practical .To the aims of ^teaching of History, it
seems there has been given very little space.

In fact,Dryon

says he has no dogmatic statement to make regarding r;hat the
objectives should be.

He quotes'tv/o lists which he feels

covers practically all the objectives and leaves it to the
teacher to pick out or stress the one he thinks most import
ant.

The first one is one which he says was made by *" famous

committee some twenty years ago.”

The other one "That high-

school teachers themselves claim as the aims or objective in
the traditional fields of history."
secured those aims and objectives.

He does not say how he

.

But it would seem that he

must have sent out questionnaires to a great number of teach
ers and classified their aims.
fhe first list that he gives as the one made by a "famous
committee some twenty years ago" is as follows:
fa) To bring to boys and girls some knowledge of their
environment.

•

(b) To fit boys and girls to become intelligent citizens,
fc) To cultivate judgement.
(d) To give power in arranging and systematizing facts.
(e) To develop the scientific habit of mind and thought.
(f) To furnish the opportunity for the student to ac
quire a valuable store of historical material.

* Committee of Seven. "Study of History in School, page 16.
Tryon; The Teaching of History in Junior and Senior
High Schools. Page 215.

(g ) To broaden the sympathies and lay the foundation for.
permanent and worthy refinement.
..(h)‘To give training in handling books..• (i) To .quicken, strengthen and discipline the imagination.
(3) To afford training in good fiction.

.

.The other list-he gives is the one that he secured from
"high scho'ol history teacher".

■

Y

' >(a ) To master the text.

*

.: -

.

(b) To cultivate, the-power of handling facts.
(c) To develop the spirit of nationalism.
(d ) To cultivate "reconstructive imagination."
(e ) To equip the student with a store of historical in
formation.-

:

'

... - •

■■... ;

i

■ (f) To develop the "faculty of discrimination." ;
■ (g) To promote good citizenship.(h) To develop ability in speech, oral and written.
(i) To inspire with a love of reading.
(j) To teach the use of books.
Tryon says additional lists could be given but that they
would more or less develop or duplicate the preceding two.
Tryon seems to entertain the idea that the objectives of teach
ing History have never been scientifically determined.
feels that at present all aims are merely opinions.

He

So he

quotes those listed above and leaves it to the teacher to
nick out the ones he or she prefers to use.

As he treats

/

*

Tryon; The Teaching of History in Junior and Senior

High Schools. Page £16.

other phases of his subject, so la hi6 treatment of "objectives
very simple and practical.

Instead of elaborating upon the

aims and using words and terms that will confuse the beginning
teacher he states the objective briefly and concisely.

Appar

ently he believes that one teacher might make a success by
endeavoring to use one aim, while another teacher might try to
use the same aim and fail.

He desires the teacher to develop

his own ideas and carry them out.

I think the reason he quotes

the iswo lists, made some twenty years apart, is to show that
the aims as put down in print have changed but slightly, if
at all, in the past two decades.
Twenty years ago, the Committee of Seven gave some ten
aims for thecteaghing of history in the secondary schools;
and the last list, also ten in number, is quite similar with
little amplification or condensation.

CHAPTER II
AIMS ESTABLISHED BY EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEES AND CONFERENCES.
One of the most valuable portions of theoretical
objectives for the teaching of American History in the
Secondary Schools can be gleaned from reports and
discussions of various committees and associations who
have from time to time studied in a critical way the aims as
practiced, have drawcn up certain conclusions as to the
aims that are actually presented by teacher or text, and
have offered suggestions for improvement.
The Committee Reports considered in thischapter
1.

Report of the Committee of Seven.

'2.

Report of the Committee of Five.

3.

Report of the Committee on SocialStudies

are:

of the

Commission on Reorganization of Secondary Education
of the National Education Association.
4.

Report on History Textbooks used in the Public
Schools of New York City.

5.

Report of the Committee of Five on American Text
books now in use in California High Schools..

6.

Report of the National Council for the Prevention

THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF SEVEN.
The Report of the Ccir.mitt.ee of Seven on a study of
History in the schools devotes one chapter to aims and
objectives.

They estimated that in the year 1896-97 over

two hundred thousand students were studying American History,
probably more students were studying History than any other
subject, with the exception of algebra.

Thus, it might seem

unnecessary to consider the value of historical study itself.
But it has been found that the educational value of every
other subject has received .more attention than history.

For

this reason the Committee of Seven felt it necessary to
devote time and attention tc the aims and objectives of
history study.
The first objective discussed is that of.training for
£ocd citizenship.

If the study of this subject does train

for good citizenship, then undoubt'^Ly history does not have to
take a back seat for languages, mathematics, science, music,
drawing^and gymnastics.

But how is this accomplished?

The

student is started in schools to thinking and studying on
political situations of the Fast.

He is encouraged and aided

by questions and suggestions of the teacher.

He is taught to

look on political affairs in a historical light and his
mental equipment is built up for social and political problems
that will confront him in the future.
"We do not think that this preparation is satisfactorily
acquired merely through the study of civil government, which,
strictly construed, has to do only with existing institutions.
The nun 11 should see the growth of the institutions which
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surround him; he should see the work of men; he should
study the living confrete facts of the past; he should know
of nations that have risen and fallen; he should see
tyranny, Vulgarity, greed, "benevolence, patriotism, selfsacrifice, brought out in the lives of men." Only "by a
study of men, institutions and other lives one. can be able
to understand the problems of the present "since all of our
institutions,

m r habits of thought and modes of action are

inheritances from proceeding ages.

No conscious advance, no

worthy reform, can be secured without both a knowledge of
the present and an appreciation of how forces have worked in
the social and political organization of former times."
History is the only subject taught in the secondary schools
in which the students are given this opportunity.
The•second objective taken up as that of cultivating
the judgment by leading the pupils to see the relationship
between causes and effects.

The untrained mind sees events

and happenings standing out as isolated; as if happening by
chance.

But the student of history always looks for the

underlying cause, realizing that every event of importance is
a result and that there must be the cause.

He has been given

training not only in acquiring facts, but in arranging and
systematizing them.

The power to gather information is

important but it is much more important to be able to use
information after it has once been obtained.

That is one of

the real reasons for the study of history; to train out
judgment in the use of facts.

If it was only for information

and facts we studied history, we might as well

study a book of facts or 4n encyclopedia.

The information

is of little good, if the student is not 'able to understand
and use it after it has been acquired.
A third objective is to develop the scientific habit
of mind and thought.
"This means the habit of thorough
investigation for oneself of all sources of information before
one reaches conclusions or expresses decided opinions; that
every question should be approached without prejudice; that
open-mindedness, candor, honesty, are requisites for the
attainment of scientific knowledge." This can be brought
cut by a study of various views on the same subject.

The

student learns to realise that every subject' or problems of
importance has two sides.

He first reads one author’s side^;

then reads from another author writing on,same problems but
from a different view point.
Fourth is the training in character and culture.

It

has been said that culture consists of an acquaintance with
the best that the past has produced.

Certainly if this is

true, no study makes more of a study of the productions of
the past than histcrv.

#

Then,in the development of character^

"

It is impossible for any pupil'to study the lives of all

,'VZ
of these great men of the past and not be effected by their
noble examples.

They can see that invariably men of good

character, morals and ideals live and succeed while the
others fail; and even if those of ignoble character succeed
for a time, then fame is short lived.

T-U |iifth

objective for the study of history is the hand

ling cf books.

It is quite essential to have a good library

and an ability to use it.

The inability to discover what

a book contains or where to find information is one of the
common failings of untrained and unskilled men.

It is

impossible to remember all facts of importance, but a
student should know where to find information in books when
he desires.
T^^ixth objective is the cultivating of the pupil’s
imagination.

By the efforts of the teacher to make the

past seem real and make it live again, the pupil’s imagination
is disciplined.
Last of all, by oral recitation he is taught to express
himself before others.

This is quite important as in life

”/8 are continually called upon to orally express ourselves,
but seldom have occasion to write out our thoughts.

THT STUDY OF. HISTORY III THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS BY THE
COMMITTEE OF FIVE.

This Committee was appointed by the Council of
American Historical Association at the Madison meeting in
1907.

The purpose of the '‘Committee of Five” was to make

a study of the condition of the schools and give very
careful attention to the history curriculum..It was
composed of Andrew C. Me Laughlin, Charles H. Haskins,
(
Charles V/. Mann. James H. Robinson and James Sullivan.
The Committee endsavered to cover sc much material,

that they gave very little attention to aims, b-trt ^Thoae
objectives which they did consider are as follows:

First,

the student should h^ve a firm, hard grasp of a reasonable
quantity of facts; s-rctm-d, he should have a sense of the
meaning of historical facts and historical relations; he
should have ability to acquire historical material from
books; an idea' of what history is: some historical imagin
ation, and some skill in putting the facts he has learned
together.
From one of their statements it would seem that they feel
a majority of the teachers are teaching History with the aim
of memorising facts.
*
"If history teaching results only in the memorizing of
a modicum of bare facts in the order in which they are
given in a text, there is not much tc be said in favor of
the retentionof the subject as an important part of the
curriculum."
The main thing thenAhat one can obtain from this report
is to be cautioned not to just endeavor to memorize facts,
but try to reason on what is read as well as memorize.

This

Committee of Five does not give as much time and attention
to the problem of "aims" as the Committee of He veil did in
the published renort in 1899, However,they considered and
discussed briefly several of those which the Committee of
Seven had worked out.*

*

Trrx4. "Ctudy of Historv in Secondary Schools."
of Committee of Five. Pave 39.

Report

REPORT OF. THE COMMITTER OIT SOCIAL. STUDIES. OF THE COMMISSION
0>T REORGANISATION OF SECTNDARY 'EDUCATION OF THE NATIONAL
education

As s o c i a t i o n .

This report v/as the result of three years of continuous
inquiry by the Committee.

This committee has corresponded

widely in search of suggestions and criticisms, and has
conferred with many persona, not members of the Committse
but whose ideas were considered valuable.

It has met with

representative£of the American Historical Association and
the American Political Science Association.

In short, the

Committee realizes the great importance and responsibility
of its work when it found that there were practically four
million students studying the social science from the
seventh grade to the senior year in High School.
First what are the social sciences?

*"The social

sciences are supposed to be thosewhose subject matter
relates directly to the organization and development of
human society and to man as a member of social groups."
YJhat is the aim of the social studies?

The aim of

the social studies is the same as the general aim of all of
our other studies: ’’social efficiency.n

This should be

accomplished through the development of an appreciation of
the nature and laws of social'life, a sense of the
responsibility of the individual as a member of social
*.Educational Bulletin. 28.

groups and the intelligence and the will to participate
/
w
effectively in the promotion of social well-being.
It is
true they do have value for personal culture, but to remain
in our curriculums to-day, they must not only benefit the
individual, but they must benefit society .as a whole.

In a

word then the aim of the social studies is to develop good
citizenship.
Probably the outstanding social study is History.

Thus,

this thesis would be interested in the report as to the aims
of the teaching of American History in the Secondary Schools.
The Committee makes this r e p o r t T h e nrimary aim of
instruction in American History should be to develop a
vivid conception of American nationality, a strong and
intelligent patriotism, and a keen sense of the responsibility
of -.tv:>ry citizen for national efficiency.
baisis

It is only on the

national solidarity, national efficiency (economic,

social, political), and national -patriotism that this or
any nation can expect to preform its proper function in the
family of nations. (2)

One of the conscious purposes of

instruction in the history of nations other than our own
should be the cultivation of a sympathetic understanding of
such nations and their people, of an i'ntelligentappreciation
of their contributions to civilisation, and of a just
attitude toward them.

(o)

In connection with the several

history courses, due attention should be given to Latin
America arc' the Or lent, 'c r-red a i l y . Japan and China, and
* Educational Bulletin Number 28.

Page 39.

great international problems of social, economic, and. pc3<■fiLtical importance to America and the world at large.n
Thus, 7/e find this Committee stressing the one big aim
of American History as

'‘Good Citizenship."

But this

Committee terms "good citizenship" to mean not only citizen
ship of the United States, but of the world.

The individual

is to be taught that he has obligations and duties to his
family, city, state, country, and the whole world.

This

Committee first desires that the students should have a
strong and intelligent patriotism.

That is, he should learn

our limitations and faults as well as our glory and progress.
In a word, they argue against our old type of "4th of July
patriotism:" "my country, right or -wrong," but she is always
right."
YJe must aim to show them net only the glory of our
own nation, but also the greatness of other nations.

Develop

a feeling of love instead of hatred for other races.

The

history teacher must endeavor to crease a world patriotism
as well as national patriotism.
asked, if this is possible.

The question might be

For an answer we have only to

look in the history of mankind.
first loyalty was to his family.

In his early history, his
He strove toget food,

and shelter, at the expense of all other beings for his
family.

Next he learned to be loyal to his clan; then his

tribe, then his state, and last his nation.

Even,the early

history of this country^1was doubted if one could be loyal to

the United Staten an v/ell as his own state.
now acknowledged by all.

But this is

If one studies the trend of

history, can he doubt but the time is at hand when we must
have "world patriotism" as well as national patriotism?

The

last division of aims expressed by the Committee, I feel
really over laps the one just

discussed.

They desire us t o

give special attention to Latin America, the Orient, and
great international problems.

I feel that a knowledgehcf the
-a

above, simply aids in "world patriotism."

chapter
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Aires Suggested by Leading Educators in Representative
Journals.
Magazines and periodicals yield much material on the
aims of teaching history.

History teaching aims can be

found in some issue of practically every magazine printed;
in fact, much more material is found on history teaching
than on any other secondary subject.

This is undoubtly

due to the fact that while few people have much idea what
the aims of geometry, Latin, physics, or English' should
be^^all have their own pet ideas of history aims because
it is so vitally related to the present.

The magazines

that contain the most material on the aims of history are;
The History Teachers Magazine;" Education; School and
/

•

*•

«

•*

M

«f

Society; Education Review; School Review; Ration;'

.

.. -

-

..

"

‘

Independent; Literary Digest; Outlook; Survey, and the
American Magazine.
It would be very instructive and interesting to

write a thesis on these articles, taking article after
article and discussing it in detail, -However, for this
treatise, since this is to be but one chapter, it will be
as ■
necessary to read the article and condense the aimoA much
as possible.
There are two distinct types of articles-- those

written for the general public, and those written for the
men in educational work.
popular s t y l e a r - e

The first is written in a
quite easy .to understand and

appreciated and enjoyed by the people as a whole.
second

The

treated in a scientific manner and =£re intended

for scholars, teachers, and literary men.

The History

Teachers Magazine (Historical Outlook); Education; Educational
Review; School and Society; Survey and Rational, have
history articles which are scientifically written.

The

Literary Digest; the Independent, The American, and the
Outlook, have the material for the general public.

University

professors, High School Teachers, authors, and educators
in general write for the first class mentioned; while men
widely known in many other fields write for the second.
Condensing all the aims and grouping them as much as
possible I believe the following aims would cover most
objectives found in these magazines:
1.

Patriotism.

3.

Good citizenship.

3.

BeIf improvement.

4.

International friendship.

These aims are mentioned or stressed in numerous ways.
The following list shows their many corollaries' and the
numeral at the side denotes the' number of times each has
been found in the bibliography given in this paper.

■V*

1.

Teach the student to vote intelligently.

2.

Give training in the use of books.

3.

Discipline the imagination.

4.

Learn mistakes of the past in order that they may
.be avoided in the future.

3

2

2

9

5. . Acquire the habit of weighing evidence.
6.

Broad mindedness.

7.

General knowledge.

1
3

8. -Understand present day problems.
9".

4

Stand up for our nation’s rights and fight if
necessary.

1

10.

Obtain high ideals.

11.

Increase the orbit of the mind.

12.

Awaken an interest in peace movements.

13.

Consider heroes of peace greater than heroes of
war.

1
1
1

1

14.

Development of peaceful culture through centuries.

15.

Show how the present world has become what it is.

16.

Have some idea what the future may have in store
for us.

2

17.

A knowledge of cur constitution.

1

18.

A knowledge of political institutions.

19.

A knowledge of

20.

Loyalty to our country.

21.

Hate for war; love for peace.

22.

Improvement of citizenship of the land.. 12.

social institutions.

1
1

16
1

1
3

23.

Proper adjustment to the world of life.

24.

Love of truth.

25.

Historical

26.

Bight will always triumph.

27.

Appreciation for great men.

2

28.

Love of historical reading.

3

29.

Memorize dates and facts.

30.

Develop the spirit of nationalism.

31.

Enable the student to construct his own history

32.

Awaken a desire in the student to emulate all

8

2

mindednesa.4

praise'worthy endeavor.

1

1
8

1

33.

Weigh

all evidence before forming judgment.

34.

Love for all American institutions.

35.

Emphasize principles and motives that were

3

1

greatest in development of our government.

2

36.

Background for citizenship.

1

37.

Realize that they are helping make history to
day •. 1

38.

Get the student to read papers and magazines.

39.

Ethical ideals.

40.

Americas place in the world.

3
3-

The above forty aims constitute those which I have
been able to secure from the magazine articles.

It is

true that seme of these overlap, but as was stated in
th^ first part of this chapter, alljfthese forty aims

could be "pigeon holed” into four groups:
patriotism;

National

Good citizenship; Self improvement; and

international friendship*

so no apology is offered for

"overlapping meaning" in the group of forty objectives
given.

The other aims I found were practically identical

with some of those mentioned; thus the numeral at the side
indicates how many times the exact aim appeared.
One very interesting feature, is that it is almost
possible to determine the date of the article by its
.content, $11 articles readr were in magazines of the twentieth
century.

Magazines written between 1900-1916 emphasize

national patriotism

tnd self development as principal

aims in history teaching.

Magazines from 1916-1924

emphasize international friendship and good citizenship.
There is considerable discussion at present just how
far we shall carry the idea of international friendsfiip.
Seme writers desire friendship with our "Allies" of the
late war.

Others desire friendship with all nations.

Still others wish to have our love for mankind and inter
nationalism overshadow our national patriotism.

PART II
The Objectives of American History for
Secondary Schools in Practice.

U M 2 B R IV
OBJECTIVE3 UP 'MEHIC jlII HItilORY

111 PRAC2IC3.

In the preparation of this thesis I have endeavored
to secure as much practical material as possible,

i'he two

"best sources in this respect are the text books in use in
tho. secondary schools, and, the objectives that the teachers
themselves.claim to be.stressing in their work,
the most influence upon the.student?

which has

It seems to me the

answer to this question is dependent upon the individual.
A real enthusiastic, wide awake teacher will do more to
impress her own aims embodied in the text; while many of
the, make-shift, "Don't care" type, are willing to follow
the book line by line and not inject a single original
idea into the pupil's minds nor create any stimulus for
thought other than that which the text affords.
In seeking to determine the aims of the teachers of
History in the forty-one secondary schools of Arizona, 1
have- sent out questionnaires which met with fair success.
I'he aims which the various teachers gave in their, letters
were as follows:
1.

To get a background for all subjects necessary
to the development of a good citizen.

13.

To present the past in relation to the: present on
the theory that History repeats itself.

5.,

To impress certain important . dates. \

4.

To present some vitally interesting questions
which are not answered in the text in order to
stimulate the student to carry on a little
investigation of his own and to make some
application of what he has learned.

5.

Useful knowledge of the development of our
government.

6.

.1 comparison of the old and tae new.in American
political; ''economic, and "soc ial "world.

7.

A linking of American History with American
literature.

8.

To lead them to find knowledge that will aid
them as citizens in the work-a-day world.

9.

To stress social, political, and industrialdevelopment of our. country.

10.

To give special emphasis to the "background
leading up to our present political and social
problems and institutions.

11.

To have them live over again the great periods
in our national existence.

12.

To study the lives and achievements of the
notable men in our History.

13.

a. knowledge of the events which make up the
*
History of the United States.

14.

A realisation of the place of the United States
in History; time element; experiment in government.

15.

To teach students to use both secondary and

• simple source material for

short Interesting

reports which supplement the subject under
discussion.'
16.

To use the background of historical past to think
out simple problems.of a political or economic
nation.

17.

To/teach students to understand present political
industrial, and social problems, of the United
States in the light of the past.

16.

To teach students to realize, the influence of
the nations upon the policies of the United
States, thus introducing^a small way the -field
of, diplomacy and international relations.

19.

To furnish ideals for future individual action
as citizens, such as a social viewpoint, a law
abiding attitud^ and responsibility of citizen
ship.

20.

To give the students a clear and connected knov4r
ledge of the struggle and growth of our democratic
form of government, from earliest colonial days cn
to,the present.

21.

To bring out the economic background of the by
movements of. each period.

22.

To train for good citizenship.

2h.

The encouraging of patriotism.

24.

An

25.

Development of a historical attitude.

26.

Help the student adjust himself to his place

appreciation of American institutions.

in our political system.
27.

Development of an understanding of social
problems confronting the nation.

28.

fo educate students for the proper functioning
of our democratic government.

29.

To place emphasis on citizenship instead of^subject
matter.

30.

To make them feel they are making History to-day.

31.

To prepare the students for a more useful life,
intellectually and morally in the service of the
American common wealth.

32.

To imbue them with the spirit which actuated the
great men of our country.

33.

To create a taste for historical reading.

34.

To make a study of present day problems in
magazines.

35.

To create an interest in the historical events
of our country.

36.

To show the origin and growth of our civilization.

37.

To prepare the students for further study of the
social, economic/and industrial development of our
country.

38.

To understand the social and economic factors of
our country.

39.

To develop patriotism.

40.

To avoid mistakes in the future by a study of the
past.

The way that history is being taught in our own stirs
should be one of the most interesting and valuable parts of
this Thesis; but I have been greatly handicapped by the fact
that about one half of the teachers have refused or neglected
to answer my inquiry.

But taking the material at hand,

several significant facts stand cut as worthy of comment.
It is very aprarer.t that the majority of our history
teachers have no definite aim in mind.

One of them makes

the statement that it is her first year teaching history.
and she has net yet decided what to use as her aims.

A

number of others simply wrote down all the; aims they c a » ^
think of and state^that although tSy£&e

not definitely

arranged in order of merit/or value ^ they fs-ftt that they
ccmprise;j,the majority of aims.

The other teachers apparently

have turned to Tryon or Johnson and copied a :list from one
of these texts and sent them in. ,

- .
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aims e m p h a s i z e d by

the

authors

of h i g h s ch ool texts

on

AMERICAN HISTORY.
In 1916 there were about 1,335,000 students of
S

American History in the Secondary Schools.

The number

has likely swelled to 2,000,000 or more by now.

Perhaps

the one big factor that has the greatest influence upon
their thought regarding the affairs of our country is their
History text book.

This is due to two things: inadequate

libraries, and inefficient teachers handling the courses.
It is safe to say that more than half of the teachers
require parrot-like recitations from the texts and never
use an outside reference nor offer a personal opinion.

Thus

since the text books play the biggest part in the historical
education of our students in the Secondary Schools, it is
quite essential that a careful* criticism be made of them.
For this reason special emphasis

given to this chapter on

objectives that are revealed* in the American Histories used
in ou7" classes.
The texts under discussion are:
1.

Muszey’s "An American History"

2.

West’s "History of the American People"

3.

Fite’s "History of the United States"

•National Education Association: Commission on the
Reorganization of Secondary Education-- report of the
Committee on Social Studies. (1916)

4.

Beard’s "History of the United States"

5.

Thompson’s "History of the United States"

6.

Mua-atty *o "-An-Arne-r i j m 41 i s t c r y . "

.

7. Forman’s "Advanced American History"
The first text book I will discuss is, "An American
History" by Muszey.
The author, David Saville Muszsy was born in
Lexington, Massachusetts, in 1870..

He received his

doctor’s degree from Columbia University in 1907.

•
He

taught Mathematics in Roberts College, Constantinople in
1893-4.

He taught Latin and Greek in the Ethical Culture

School, New York, 1903-1905.

In 1905 he started to teach

History in Columbia University.

He is author of "Rise of

the New Testament;""Spiritual Heroes;" "The Spiritual
San Francis tom ;" "Beginner’s Latin Book;"

"State Church

and School in France;" "Readings in American History" and
an "American History."
The first noticeable aim in Muzzey’s "An American
History" is, that he has endeavored to balance the Social,
Political, Military, and Economic.

Our earliest histories

stressed the Military side of our history; then there was
a tendency to place stress on the Political: next followed
social and laot^economic side of our life.

A study of

Muzzey reveals the fact that he has tried to give equal
attention to each.

In the preface, the statement ia made that, "the
preVsurt volume represents the newer tendencies in historical writing.
Its aim is not to tell over once
more the old story in the old way, but to give emphasis
to those factors in our national development which appeal
to us most vital from the standpoint of to-day."
James Harvey Robinson in discussing the book says,
"Hitherto there has been a reluctance on the part of those
who have prepared toxt books on our history, to under
take the responsibility of treating those recent pHases;
of our social, political, and industrial history which are
really of chief concern to us. Dr. Hussey has undertaken
this arduous task of giving the great problems and
preoccupations of to-day their indispensable historic
setting. This I deem the very special merit of the bock."
I support this idea that has been advanced in regard
to Hussey1s giving equal attention to the four places of
cur history, I desire to quote briefly the contents of a
few chapters as are found in his index to "An American
History."
Part VII.

The Political and Industrial History of
the Republic Since the Civil War.

XVII.

Twenty years of Republican Supremacy
Reconstruction.
The Aftermath of the War.
A new Industrial Age.

XVIII.

ihe Cleveland Democracy.
A Peoples President.
A Billioh-Dollar Country.
Problems of Cleveland’s Second Term.
(a) The Gold Famine.

(b) Repeal of Sherman Act.
(c) The Wilson, Gorman Tariff.
(d) Income Tax Decision.
(e) Cozey *8 Army.
(f) The Pullman Strike.
(g) The Discontent of Radicals
(h) Our intervention in' Hawaii.
(i) The Venezuelan Boundary Dispute.
(j) The Monroe Doctrine, upheld.
(k) Dissension of Democratic Ranks.
(l) Bryan and Me Kinley.
(6) Free Coinage of Silver.
'

This Chapter XVIII, stresses the economic and social

side of History.
XIX.

The Spanish War and the Philippines.
(a) Insurrection of 1895-1898.
(b) Our Intervention in Cuba.
(c) War with Spain.
(d) Dewey’s Victory at Manila.
(e) Land C^ycpaigns.
- (f) Battle of Santiago.
(g) Peace with Spain.
(h) Philippine Insurrection.
(i) The Anti-Imperialists.
(j) The Administration Tndorsey.
(k) Our government of the Philippines.

(l) The Constitution doss not follow
the Flag.
(m) Our influence in the Far east.
(n) Adjustment of Domestic Problems.
(o) The U.S. Among World Powers.
This Chapter, (XIX) places emphasis upon the military and
political sids of history.

Thus chapter after chapter,

we find first one phase emphasized, then another.
The second outstanding "Muzzey Aim" is an endeavor to
foster a friendship for Great Britain.

Muzzey endeavors

to wipe out any hate that may linger in the heart of any
of our students for any nation: with the probable exception
of Germany with whom we have just emerged from The World
War.

But his big attempt has been to remove from our

young Americans all malice toward England caused by the
Revolution and the War of 1812.
side of both wars.

He brings out the British

Is there a British side?

Let us recall

occasions in our history when Great Britain treated us
with great justice. ‘As we peruse the pages of this text p we
are impressed by the fact, that of all nations, England has
tried to deal with us on a fair and square basis, desiring
arbitration instead of war, and friendship instead of
rivalry.

In support of this contention, that Muzzey’s

aim is to create a friendship for Great Britain, I will
quote the following material from his book.

First,we will consider the Revolution.

Here we find

Muzzey lays the blame for any English cruelty on King
George III and not England. :

-

* . "That separation came when it did must be laid to the
conduct of King Georgelll.--- ------- -We have testimony
of the best British Histories that George III was the
evil, spirit of the British Empire. " 1His acts were as
orin^ial as any which led Charles I tc the scaffold.’ Lecky.
1 The shame of the darkest hcur of England's History was
wholly at, his door, ’ Green."
Then in regard to favorable comments concerning
England's part in the Revolution.
**

"The British government came to the aid of the "active"

Loyalists, granting them liberal pensions and land in
Canada: Europe was amazed at England's generosity. 'The
English buy their peace, rather than make it’, wrote
Veyennes; 'Then concessions an to boundaries, the fisheries,
the Loyalists, exceed everything I thought possible.1

It

was a complete triumph of that feeling of sympathy of
men of common blood, common language, traditions, and
institutions, which had been so long struggling to find a
voice in the corrupt councils of English courts."

"•
-

-"

•;

,

'‘

„/
,

Then, Muzzy does not give much space to the war itself ,
feeling thatadditional snace given, is likely to stir up
just that much more feeling.

He devotes fifteen pages

to the war, whereas some of our former historians used about
fifty pages.
* Ibid: Page 107-108
**Ibid :.Page'130

The next important issue between Great Britain and
the United States was the war of 1812.

Muzzey says:

*
"Had a special envoy been sent to England the war
would have been averted, because two days before Madison
signed the declaration of war, the British ministry
sincerely anxious to preserve peace with the United States,
decided to repeal the offensive Orders in Council. But
there was no cable to bring the news at once, so the
unfortunate war, between two sister nations of the English
tongue began just when Napoleon Bonqparte led his army of a
half million men across the Russian frontier, hoping to
crush the last great power of the European continent that
dared to resist his despotic will."
Muzzey uses two and a half page's to tell of the war
itself.

He seems to give as little space as possible to

wars between the United States and England.

I have yet

to find an American History that only devotes two and a
half pages to the War of 1812.

Then he brings out very

strongly that many Americans were against the war.

This

he says was very strong in the North.
**

"The discontent of the New England States with "Mr.

Madison*s War" was ripening into serious opposition to the
administration.

Every state north of Maryland with a aea

coast had voted against Madison, (that is against the war)
in the election of 1812.

This -sectional character of the

war is strikingly shown by the fact that of the eleven
million dollar loan authorised by Congress in 1812, ijew
England, which was the richest section of the country,
subscribed for less than one million."
* Ibid: Page 187-88
** Ibid: Page 188

*

"They denounced, the rumors of war. (Hartford Conven

tion.)"
The next phase of our history where our relations with
Great Britain is brought cut in the "Monroe Doctrine."
**
"Accordingly the British premier, George Canning,
suggested to Richard Rush, our minister in London, that
the United States join Great Britain in making a declaration
(similar to Monroe Doctrine) to the allied powers to keep
their hands off the New South American states. Monroe
was anxious to act on Canning1s suggestion, and the two
expreeidents, Madison and the aged Jefferson, replied to
his request for advice by letters of hearty approval."
In 1846 we settled our boundry dispute with England
over Oregon.
***

"The Fifty-four forty or fight," was the popular

cry in which the victorious Democrats voiced their
"preposterous" claim to the whole of Oregon."
Muzzey in treating our relations with Great Britain
during the Civil War, does not mention that England built
ships for the South and loaned them money; that the
au$tocratic class re ally favored the South.
*.
"The South was equally disappointed in the hope of
foreign intervention. Queen Victoria issued a proclamation
of strict neutrality a month after the fall of Fort Sumpter.*
*

The next issue was the Venesula-British Guiana dispute.
»
We demanded that England arbitrate the trouble. England
finally did.
* Ibid. Page 189
** " , Pace 206
*** " . Page 274.

*
"A wave of protest in England swept over the country
against war with their American kindred. Three hundred and
fifty members of Parliament rebuked Lord S&lieibtify1e -"
stubborn attitude by sending a petition to the President
and Congress of the United States that all dispute between
the two nations be settled by arbitration."
Many other passages could be quoted wherein Muzzey has
endeavored to encourage a strong friendship for Great
Britain.

Among the quotations would be statements concern

ing the Clayton-Buliver treaty;-the Hays-Pauncefote Treaty;
England1a continued support of cur Monroe Doctrine; our
relations with England during the World War; England’s
support of our Mdxican policy; England’s friendship during
the war with Spain; the Webster-Ashburton Treaty; the
Geneva arbitration etc.

Thus many of the people of our

country condemnDoctor Muzzey for being Pro-English.

Person

ally, I do not feel that he deserves any adverse criticism.
If there is to.be any criticism I believe it should be
favorable or it i^sm, in* fact nrelise.

For certainly all

effort to create and foster good will between these two
great English speaking people is praise worthy.
America to-day stands out as the strongest;existing
Station.

I believe I can say this with all due respect to

all nations; from the viewpoint of students of history and
not that of an over jealous, patriotic American.

But

America does not have strength enough to withstand any
* Ibid. Page 445

"Combine" of Nations.

And it is not •veil that she should.

From time to tine, nation after nation, has tried to
disturb* this balance of power, and failure has followed.
We^ as Americans^ should not desire to "rule the world."

We

only desire to help mankind improve their civilization for
the benefit and'welfare of all.

All through History these

have always been two or more nations standing out as the
great powers.

To-day beyond doubt America, the America

that has grown from thirteen small distinct states, is
now ones of these towers of strength.
other strong pillar?
stand out with us?

And who is the

What Nation do we desire to have
Is it Japan?

of yellow men in the Pacific?

Japan, the little kingdom

Japan who is very jealous

of our Paciiic possessions and desires to have a "Monroe
Doctrine of the Orient, or The Orient for the Orientals."
The answer is no.

Is it Russia?

Russia, with her Soviet

form of Government 1 Russia who desires to over throw our
existing form of government and set up her Soviet form?
Russia,where life, liberty and freedom of speech are safe
only when they agree with the ideas of the oarty in power !
And again I hear the answer, no I
Then is it Germany?

Germany, whom we recently waged

war against?
dollars?

'/AWar in which we lost millions of men and
■-- *
Germany, who started a war that has thrown all

of Europe into a chaotic condition; into poverty, famine,

and ruin?

And again the answer swings back. No !

Is it France?
Revolution?

France, a nation who helped us in our

A Nation we recently fought; to s a v e against

German invasion. . The answer might be yes if France was
a strong nation.
Line Power."

But we fear France is no longer a "First

Bled white by war, a small navy, an immense

national debt and a greater death rate than a birth rate.
No, it is impossible.
Then what nation do we desire?
response—

England.

fore fathers came.

There can be but one

England from whose shore most of our
England, who has our common tongue.

England, fronhwhcse laws the majority of curs have grown.
England, on whose flag the sun never sets.
has the greatest navy in the world.
the aid of Belgium.
our Monroe Doctrine.

England who

England who rushed to

England who has always helned uphold
England from whose stock came our

great George Washington and in fact over three fourths of
our Presidents.

England, the one country besides the

United States where real freedom exists.

England, that

is the answer.
The next text book to be discussed is, "History of
the American People," by Willis Mason West.
Professor Willis Mason West, author of "History of the
American People^was born in St. Cloud ^Minnesota in 1857.
He received his Master’s Jfegree from the University of
Minnesota in 1879.

His school career began as

superintendent; of the City Schools of Duluth. .Then in .
1891 he became professor of history in the University of
North Dakota.

Aftef4 teaching there-a year,-hev/ent to

the University of Hi-ehtgan in 1892.

Here he :ms placed

department . H e

remained in

the University of Minnesota until 1912, when he retired to
his farm in that state* $ut, his pen has not been inactive
as he has written "American History and Government", (1913);
"A Source Book in American History " (1913); "Modern World"
(1915); "History of the American People" (1918) "German
Plots and Intrigues," (1918); "The War and the New Age "
(1919); and "Story of Modern Progress",(1919).
It is his "History of the American People" written in
1918 and 1922 that I will discuss in this chapter.
West is one of the several historians who has been
accused of being pro-British.

But he is the first one I

have found who has really come to the point where he has
made that statement.

In his preface he 'says his purpose is

to emphasise "The historical grounds for friendship between
American and England, in spite of old sins and misunder
standings."

After reading his preface, it is not to be

wondered at that many who do not like England make a fight
on West's history.

West also brings out three other features

he aims to emphasize in his text.

They are. The-Meaning

of the West in American history; the heroic labor move-

went of 1825-1840, usually ignored; and the long conflict
between intrenched "privilege" and the "progressive" forces
in States and Ration.
First we will consider his desire to emphasize friend
ship between America and England.

I have read over all of

his material in this text in regard to our relations with
England.

I cannot find anything that I would call

"unpatriotic," to America.

I do not see wherein he has

been any more pro-English than Muzzey, Hart or Fite.

I

believe that he feels it is to America’s interest to be on
friendly terms with England and consequently does all in
his power-to foster this respect.

With this end in view,

he explains the Revolution as a strife between the English
speaking people and their King, and not between England :
and America.

.

.. .

"The American Revolution is seen imperfectly, if it
is looked upon solely as a struggle between England and
America.
It was a parttof a thousand-year long contest
between the Englishspoaking people and their King for
more political liberty.
In 1776 the most advanced patt
of that people
i lived on this side of the Atlantic."
West’s first step, then, is to show to the students,
that the Revolution was net a war between England and
America but a conflict between Englishmen and the ip King.
That would suffice for the leaders and the educated people,
but how was it they could stir the uneducated people up
who could not understand principles of government?

West

quotes a conversation by Levi Preston, one of the Minute-

men who ran sixteen miles to fight at the battle of
Lexington, as typical of the majority of our American
soldiers.
*
"Nearly seventy years afterward, Mr. Chamberlain
interviewed the old veteran as to his reasons that April
morning "Oppressions?" Said the aroused ve&teran; "What
were they? I didn't feel any. Stamp Act? I never saw
one of the stamps. Tea Tax? I never drank a drop of the
stuff; the boys threw it all overboard."----------------"Then what did you mean by going into that fight?"
"Young man, what w e •meant by going into those redcoats was
this: we always had governed ourselves o.nd we always
meant to. They didn1t mean we should."
In the above quotation West means to show that no
matter hew just England or the King would have ruled
America, the Revolution would have been fought as the mass
of the colonists were determined that England should not
rule us.

When the people came over from England, no

restrictions had been enforced upon them.

They had learned

to love political freedom and they did not mean to give
it up.

It was not that they desired to break away from

England and The King, but that they desired to hare their
political afiairs worked out by their own people.

West

points out many ox our leading Americans of the time who
were much,against trying to set up a new nation.

He

quotes Washington, ** "that if the friend ever heard of his
(Washington) joining any such measure, (independence) he
had leave to set him down for everything wicked" and in
June 36, 1775 Washington assured the New Yorkers, that he
+ Ibid. PaK@ 185.
** Ibid. Page 215-16.

would exert himself to establish peace and harmony between
the Mother (Country and the colonies.
*

"In September 1775, Jefferson was "still looking with

fondness toward a reconciliation."

"Otis, Dickinson,

and Hamilton, in their printed pamphlets, all denounced
any thought of independence as crime."
**

"For months after Bunkerhill, American Chaplains,

in public services before the troops, prayed for King George
West goes on to give many other men who stood out
against separation from England when the war broke cut;
and he really proves that the conservatives of the time
were against independence and the radicals in favor of it.
It was not until the war had progressed for over a year,
that we find our conservative leaders desiring
ence.

independ

I really believe if we were going to accuse any

of our historians of being too pro-British, it would be
West.
It would be possible to write page after page on
similar material in West's text.

In this manner he treats

the War of 1812, the Monroe Doctrine, the Geneva Arbitra^ftion, Panama Canal disputes with England, and the Great
War.

That is in each case he tries to show a decidedly

favorable "British side."
* Ibid. Page 215
. Page 216

.

The other outstanding feature of West's texts is his
defense of "labor* and a condemnation of "capital" and
"intrenched privileges."

After reading his texts there

can be little doubt in anyone's mind why he wrote the text.
The first, which I have already discussed, "English friend
ship," and the second a "defence of labor against capital."
It is for this last feature of his book that I condemn it
as a High School text.

But before going on and explaining

why I condemn it, I desire to refer the reader to portions
of his book (or quote)<fchkt deal with this phase specifically
A glance at the headings of several chapters is an argument
.in itself:
"XLVIII

The Awakening of Labor--- 447"

(a) Labor Movement and the Industrial Revolution.
(b) Labor Movement and New Capitalists.
(c) Labor Movement and the Dawn-tc-Dark Day.
(d) Labor Movement: Hostility of Courts and Press
(e) Labor Movement and Politics'.
• (f) Labor Movement: Man or the Dollar?"LXVI

Forward-looking Movement.
• (a) Labor Movement.
(b) The American Federation of Labor.
(c) The Hostility between labor and capital.
(d) Pullman Strike of 1877.
Qe) Employer's Liability Law.

.( f ) The Closed 5h6p.

-

(e) The Farmer and the Ken-Part isan.
(h) Socialists and Single Taxers.
(i) Henry George.
(j) Single Tax.
(k) Socialists.
West's aim has been to place labor in a more, favorsole
li^ht before the students of the secondary schools.
fear the results are not the results he desires.

But 1

The material

in favor of labor, not only places labor in a more favorable
li^ht, but it is likely to create class hatred.

Surely this

was not West's aim, but it would be impossible for any child
of a.laboring parent to read- West's History and not have a
feeling of hate for his fellow student, a child of a capitalist.
In defense of this accusation, I desire to call attention to
the three following quotations as examples of the portions
of the texts that would embitter the laboring class against
the capitalist.
*
"With machinery and steam power, one laborer was scon
able to produce mo re wealth than hundreds had produced by
the old hand process.
This cubht to have seen pure uain for
all the world, and especially it should have meant more
ccmfort and more leisure for the workers.
It is not the.
fault of Hargraves, Crompton and Cartwright that most ofthe new wealth went to a new class or capitalists; the fault
lay with the imperfect organization of human society."
**
"But even yet the workers have failed to get their
share of the world's gain; ana for many of them the
Industrial Revolution has meant, not higher life, but lower
life."
*** "The new machinery was costly. Workmen could not own
it as they had owned their old looms and spinning wheels.
Her did labor know hew to combine sc as to own it in groups.
It all passed into the hands of wealthy men.
(Capitalists) "*
* Ibid. Pare 442
** Ibid. Pare 449
*** Ibid. Page 449

-

The next text which I will cli3cuss is Hart's "ilev;
American History..."
The author, Albert Hushnell Hart was corn in Penn
sylvania in 1054.

He received, his A.3. degree from Harvard

U n i v e r s i t y in 1880. ,He t h e n got a. Doctor* s degree in
Priobury, Baden, Germany in 1885.

After this he returned to

the United States and tool: up the teaching of history.

Since

1910 he has been Professor of History in Harvard.
Hart's "Her; American History" use written in 1917.
As many other earlier Histories could be termed military
histories, Hart's "Hew American History" could be termed a
political history.

He does not emphasize the military side

of our history or our military loaders.

Instead he places

stress upon our loading statesmen; follows the history by
Presidents'' administrations and gives more time to treaties
whereby wars were avoided.
He gives only a portion of one chapter to the Hevo1utionary war, a total of sixteen pages.

Hany of our

earlier historians give several chapters to the war,
campaigns, etc.

Some school histories in the past devoted

over twice this much space to the Hevolution.

As an example

Montgomery in "American History," in 1699, gave forty
pages to the; Revolutionary Aar.

Pace in his "School History

of tho United states" in 1904, -devoted sixty-pages to the
Devolution.

Then comparing those three histories on the

Civil War, Hart again uses one chapter; a total of twentysix pages.

Montgomery used one chapter with a total of

forty-six pages. Mace used fifty-nine pages for the war.
Evins in his ”Essential Facts in American History” gives
sixty-four pages,to the Revolution and eighty-one pages
to the Civil war.

Fiske in his "History of the United

States" gave forty-six pages to the Revolution and fiftyone pages to the Civil war.
.Hart, I feel endeavors to broaden the mind of the
student by showing him both sides of the question when
we had trouble or war with other nations.
"Considering the prosperity of the English colonies
and the freedom of their government, we often wonder that
as soon as the French and Indian War was over, they began
to get into trouble with the home government.

To this

day it is not easy to see just why they felt so dissatisfied.
"The great reason for the division of the British
Empire into two parts seems to be that the colonists
were so free and did so many things, for themselves that
they could not see why they should not be relieved of all
restraints."
"The responsibility for this outbreak of open war goes
back to the King of Great Britain, whc had forced the
matter to this issue; and it is shared by men like Samuel
Adams and George Washington who were ready to resist the

authority of the'Mother Country."

Page 135.

"The Tories of ’New England and Middle Colonies
included most of the well-to-do classes, the former
colonial officials, old officers of the British Army, and
graduates of colleges."

Page 152.

"Ah apology was made for the Chesapeake affair; at a
last moment the British withdrew the offensive orders; and
now we know that it is an error to suppose the British
Government instructed the Indian wars."

Page 255.

"In fact the Texan claim included part of the Ancient
province of New Mexico, which is no more Texan than St.
Louis."

Page 344.

"The Mexicans would not consider any such propositions
to sell California, and it became clear that the only way
to annex California was to fight for it."

Page 344.

"The Mormons desired to be left alone, and made trouble
for the federal officers."
Southern grievances.

Page'399.

•

Page 407.

: "I. do net think it was put there by the Spanish govern
ment."

Fitzhugh Lee’s statement in regard to the blowing

up of the "Maine."
I quote the above statements or rather extracts from
statements, to show that Hart endeavorsto show the other
side of questions.

Sc many Historianu just show the

American side and do not present the opposing side’s, view.

point .

In the above quoted statements he gives a few

favorable facts for the British in the Revolution; Mexicans
in the Mexican War; the Mormons; the South in the Civil
war; and the Spaniards in the Spanish-American War. .
The other thing that Hart stands out for is the 7/ay
in which he handles the success of our armies and navy in
the war.

The majority of Historians would lead you to

believe all of cur wars were easy victories.

Hart endeavors

to show the results as they actually were.
nCornwallis surrendered his whole army of 7,000 men
October 19, 1781.M
1783." Page 170.

"New York was evacuated by British in

Showing that Britisti^nsmained in America

two years after the surrender of Cornwallis.

If the

Revolution had been as easy ?nd as decisive a victory as we
are usually led to believe, undcub^y the British would
have been:driven out of New York and not permitted to
remain two years until the fireaty cf Peace was signed.
"From 1801 to 1805 the American squadrons fought the
Tripolitan Pirates until the Pasha

gave in.----------A

little tribute was paid by the United States to these
pirate states until 1815."
With our strong navy to-day, we would not pay a cent
of tribute.

The majority of historians would lead one to

believe even at that time that America did not pay tribute.
"In August (1814) a British force of only 5,000

troops landed about fifty miles from Washington on the
Chesapeake Bay,’marched up into a country inhabited by
at least 50,000 able-bodied men, beat off an illcommanded force hastily surrounded to repel them, and
burned the capital of the United States.#
Many of our earlier high school histories do not
mention the burning of Washington and I have yet to find
one that states that a British army of 5,000 men marched
through a country where there were 50,000 able-bodied
men.
’’For a time there was not a c ■oumissioned ship of war
on the sea. (War of 1812)
"The only subject on which satisfaction could not be
reached v/ac impressments-- the main cause of the war."
Proof that we did not get England to do what we
# •

desired to compel her to do when we started the war;
"The Spaniards still had a force of about 50,000
men at Havana, and the little American army at Santigo
was already slezed with a fever."
Thus we see that we did not compel theSpanish army
to surrender.

.-

Is it with pride. we view these facts?

Certainly net

It is because we are unpatriotic that we place such things
in our history?

Certainly not I Then why are they there?

These facts are placed there to let our young Americans

realize tha greji hardships of ;var; the fact that" our
soldiers are only human and cannot do the impossible.

Thus

our students will realize that v/ar is real and not a joke;
that we cannot win a war without

effort or cost. - With

this in mind, our students, the future citizens, will not
desire a war unless it,is unavoidable.:
)
In summing up the work of Hart in his "New American
History" I would say that he stressed three things; first
he glorifies the constructive work of our statesmen and
desires to Qinimize

the -glory of war; second, he desires,

to shew that there Eire always two sides to every question,
and that people must be broad minded and see both sides;
and third, he endeavors to bring out the seriousness of war.
The "History of the United states".by Charles Manfred
Thompson is the next book I will discuss.
Charles Manfred Thompson.was born in Fairfield, Illinois
in 1877.

He received his A.B. and M.A. Degrees from the

university of Illinois. .Although Thompson has written an
American History, he is really an economist and not an
historian.

In the "Whors Who" he is called an "Economist."

Practically all the books he has written have been on
economics.

Among these books are; "Elementary Economics,"

"The Industrial Stats," "Reading in the Economic History
of the United States" and "A United States History."
Thompson’s one big aim was to write a history that would

give sufficient stress to the industrial history of our
country. Professor Melvin, head of History Department of
Kansas University knew Thompson very well.

He said Thompson

was continually finding fault with all existing histories
because they neglected the economic phase.

He often told

Professor Melvin that he felt he was the one man who would
be qualified to write a good history of the United States.
He had a good knowledge of history and economics; but his
primary interest was economic.

Professor Melvin^.’criticism

of the book is that it is re ally.an "Industrial History of
the United States" and not a well balanced history which he'
-; ; '
■•
started out to write.
, ,

,

,

_

On the cover of his book, Thompson puts the three words,
"Political, Industrial and Social."

But a study of the book

shows that he neglected the nolitical and social phase and
placed special stress upon the industrial.

la nis preface,

■ Professor Thompson says that it is his purpose to place
more weight upon the industrial chase but not to neglect the
really important political movements, constitutional develop
ments, and military events.

It would seem to me bhat he

realizes he has given too much space to the industrial history
for, quoting from his preface:
*

"In placing this emphasis I have tried not to neglect

any of the political movements,--- "
**

"Necessarily many of these movements, developments, and

" IMd. Preface
3&M. Preface

events have been given less prominence than is customary in
political histories, yet not one of first rate importance
has been intentionally omitted.n
Also in the preface, he says that this text can be
used by college Freshmen as an industrial history.

The

book is full of economic statistics, economic maps, economic
diagrams and economic pictures.

I do not feel that I could

recommend his book for a secondary history.

It might be

used in a High School, if there were no economics taught,
but hs omits too much of the political, social, and military
part of our history."

His one big aim seems to be to place

more economics before the students at the expense of "true
narraticw" history.

His aim, is to have "history for the

sake of economics and.not history for history’s sake."

It

would be just as if a chemist would write a history of the
United States and fill up a great portion of the bock with
chemical knowledge, information, ana. formulas.

I believe

Thompson^ intention was good; Yb give the industrial
history a just portion of space; but he was so jealous in
this endeavor that he over balanced it and made it an
industrial history.
The next book I will discuss is "Advanced American
History" by S.E. Forman.
Samuel Eagle Forman, the author of the "Advanced
American History" was born in Virginia in 1858.

He

received his Sectors degree from JohnsHcpkind ; University in
1897.

He has been principal of Aigh School; director of

-Teachers institutes, and has written many articles.for
magazines and is author of the following works: "First Lessons
in Civics"; "The Life and Writings of Thomas Jefferson";
"Philip Freneau"; "Advanced Civics"; "Conditions of Living
Among the Poor"; "The Cost of Industrial Insurance"; "Essen- '
ials in Civil Government"; "A History of the United States";
"The American Republic"; "First Lessons in American History"
and an "Advanced American History."
I wrote to D*. Forman and asked him his "aims" in his
text, "An Advanced American History?

I received the follow

ing reply.
"At the request of Dr. S.E. Forman, we are enclosing
two pamphlets which embody
of the historian and teacher.

Forman’s ideas of the work
It is to be hoped that these

may be of service to you in the preparation of your thesis.
Dr. Forman is at present working upon a revision of his
text; "Advanced American History," which is designed to
present this subject to the secondary schools."
Dr. Forman begins his talk on "aims" by calling attention
to the fact that at present vthere is much controversy concern
ing American History and its aims.

The richest man in the

world spurns history and calls it bunk, while the President
y
goes out of his way to praise history.
"History," he says,

?>

"is differently regarded, but nowhere disregarded.M

In the

world of practical politics, the commotion is greatest,
"because history is a powerful factor in the formation of
that public opinion which politicians are always striving
to control.

What a man reads about the past has a great

deal to do with what he thinks about the present.

She

salvation of a nation sometimes depends upon the fact that
its history is a thing to conjure by.--------Politicians,
aware of the educative power of history, have set out to
have it written to suit their purposes.

They demand the

censorship of history books and call for laws which shall
specify the precise manner in which historical subjects
shall be treated."
His brief introduction is an explanation and a warning.
An explanation 4;S to the reason why there is so much fight
against our High.School texts to-day, and a warning that
we must not permit politicians to dictate our history texts.
His first aim is, that what ever he writes must be true.
If you start to doctor it up here and there the result will
be that history will be very misleading.

If the radicals

could write the history they would lead you to believe that
everything that ever was, was wrong.

If the conservatives

could write the history they would endeavor to tell you.
everything that ever was, was right and just.

"For very

practical reasons then, we should dr ink deep of a history
that gushes pure and free from the fountain of truth.

From no other source can we learn the lessens that history
ought to teach.n
His next aim is to make his history interesting.

It is

his contention that if the history is not interesting and
readable, then it will not be read.

"There are countless

thousands of (volumes that cannot be read because they are
so insufferably tedious and dull."
His third aim is to give us a true account of the past
ao that the present generation may profit by the work and
experiences of the past.

History is the school that men

of all times have been compelled to attend.

*"Its

function is to teach us to meet the future like men.”
The fourth aim is to teach us to love goodness and
hate baseness, and to acquire the idea that the world is
built on moral foundations.

"As we move along the corridors

of the past, we meet with the good and the great and with
the low and the vile, and for seme reason our affections
go out to Cromwells and Lincolns, while we turn with aversion
//

from Commodus; Alva and Oates.
Forman seems to be very broad minded.

He defends the

historians to-day who are accused of writing things that are
unpatriotic.

All he desires is that it be true.

is the State text in Kansas.
seem$ to like it.

His History

Those, who have taught it,

They say it is quite teachable and the

* The work of the Historian by Forman Page 6.
** The Work of the Historianby Forman Page 9.
*** The Work of the Historian, hy Forman Pawe 6.

students like it.

I feel that it ranks with Muzzey and

Fite, as the best of the late text books.

Forman it seems

has devoted about equal attention to the economic side of
our national development, but a study of his writings will
show that his interest is in both historical and economical
work.
/

I fear, I have .devoted too much time to Forman, as he
is taught in very 'few schools in Arizen*., yet I believe if
more teachers will look into Forman's "Advanced American
History", we will find it taking the place of West in
many of the High Schools of Arizona.
"History of the United States" by Fite is the next
history text book I will discuss.
David Emerson Fite was born in liar ion Ohio in 1874.
He received his Doctors degree from Harvard, in 1305. He
is author of "Social and Industrial Conditions in the
North During the Civil War", "The Presidential Campaigns
of 1860," and "History of the United States."
of the United States" was written in 1916.

His "History

A letter written

by Doctor Fite, dated February 14, 1924 in regard to his
aims, hs gives the following information:
"You can see the aims which I advocate for teaching
history in the Secondary Schools, as these arelaid down
by me in the preface of my History of the United States.
still subscribe to these."

I

Thus turning tc the preface cf Fite’s History we find
that he places special emnhasis on, the period of exploration
and discovery, the development of geographical knowledge
and the dependence of early American History upon contemporary
English history.

He claims to have given less space to

military history that, usual; though a comparison with
Hussey or Mest will disclose the fact that their histories
also give little stress on military history.
*

"The peace movements and foreign relations, particularly

the Pan-American movement, have been stressed.

Recent history

which is often slighted for the period since 1865, occupies
more than one fourth of the book, a large share being devoted
to the period since 1900.

In fact, one of the objects of

the book, constantly kept in mind has been to introduce the
student to present-day conditions and problems."

.

Probably the distinguishing thing about Doctor Fite’s
history is his endeavor to stress the peace movement.

The

Society for the Prevention of ^ar, with its' headquarters at
Washington, D.O. made-a study of the history text books in
use in the United States to see which really did most to
bring out a feeling against war and encouragement for
arbitration and peace.

After a,thorough

investigation,

the award was handed down in favor of Fite's, "United
States History" and with world conditions as they are to
day, when war is loose in the world, likely to strike at
* Preface to Fite’s History cf the United "States.

anytime, £? the statement that Fitets history does more
to encourage wold peace than any other histcfy, is- about
the biggest recommendation which can be given a text
book.

Fite accomplishes this by giving little space to

war and stressing arbitrations and movements for peace.
Doctor Fite closes his history with a statement of Winston
Churchill of England; an utterance that Doctor Fite feels
will encourage friendship between England and the United
States.

I do not recall ever reading a statement which

would do as much to make young Americas, like England as
this statement by Winston Churchill.

Since I believe it

is such a good one I desire to quote it as follows:
*
"I am persuaded that the finest, worthiest moment in
the history of Britain was reached on that August night,
now nearly four years ago, when we declared war on Germany.
Little could we know where it would carry u s .-------— -What is the reward of Britain? What is the priceless,
utterly unexpected reward that is coming to us surely and
irresistibly in consequence of an unstudied and unhesitat
ing response to appeals of Belgium and France? Territories
indemnities, commercial advantages, what are they? They
are matters utterly subordinate to the moral issues and
moral consequences of the war. Deep in the hearts of the
people of this island, deep in the hearts of those whom
the Declaration of Independence styles 1our British
brethren1, lay the desire to be truly reconciled before
all men and before all history with their kindred across
the Atlantic Ocean; to blot out the reproaches and redeem
the blunders of a bygone age, to dwell once more in upirit
with our kith and kin, to stand once more on battle at
their side and create once more a true union cf hearts
to begin once more to write a history in.common; that was
our heartfelt desire, but it seemed utterly unobtainable.
---- -— But it has corns to pass----- — . We seek no higher
reward than this supreme reconciliation. That is the
reward of Britain. That is the lion1s share."
•History of the'United States, by Fite.

Page 552.

.Fite’s iiis^ory, then may be termed a "peace maker."
That is, while Muzzey, Hart, West and others endeavor to
create a friendship for Great Britain, just as: the above
quotation would indicate that Fite does, yet Fits also
endeavors to develop amicable relations and feelings for
all nations.

Fite especially emphasises the Pan-American

movement and a better understanding with1our Latin-American
neighbors.

Besides worthy aims, the book is written in a

very interesting style and seems tc be very "teachable."
"History of the United States" by Beard is the next
book I will discuss.
"History of the United States"

was written by Dr.

Charles Austin Beard and his wife Dr. I'ary Bitter Beard.
Dr. Charles Austin Beard was born in Indiana, November
27,.1874.
University.

He received his Doctor’s degree from De Pauw
He is author of "The Office of the Justice

of the Peace," "The Introduction to the English Historians,"
"Development of Modern Europe," "Readings in Modern
European History," "Readings in American Government,"
"American Government and Politics," "Digest of Short Ballot
Charters." "American City Government," "Economic Inter
pretation of the Constitution," "Contemporary American
History," "Economic Origins of Jeffersonian Democracy ,"
"History of the American People" (with Bogley) and "Hist 03y
of the United States," (with Dy. Mary Ritter Beard.)

Dr.

Mary Bitten Beard is authoress of "American Citizenship,"

"Vfoirdn’s Work in Municipalities," and "History of the
United States," (v.'ith Charles Beard.)1
The Beards’ in their preface first give, the reason
why they deemed it wor.th while to write a new history text.
After a careful study of the secondary texts they found
that practically all the secondary texts were quite similar
to the grade school texts, only using more detail.

They

feel that these texts are too elementary for the -^igh-^chool
age.

There is too big a gap between the -ILigh-$chool texts

and the University texts.

If, they suggest, all mathematic

books were treated in this way, there would be no algebra
or geometry in the secondary school.

The secondary school

mathematics would be composed of multiplication tables and
fractions.

The other historians answer that the children

do not really acquire a knowledge of history in the grades
as they do in their other subjects; that therefore it is
necessary, to give the story of our nation again in detail.
The Beards answer that the trouble is the way in which
the history is taught, or if this is not the case and if
history cannot be made to progress in complication like
other subjects it should not be out in our already crowded
curriculum.

The first principle of their text ^

that they

call attention to, is one of omission; that is they have
omitted the time-honored stories of exploration and
biographies of many of our early heroes.

*
"We frankly hold that, if pupils know nothing about
Columbus, Magellan, Cortes, or Captain John Smith by the
time they reach High School, it is useless to tell the
same story a second time.
It is worse than useless. It
is an offense against the teachers of those subjects that
are demonstrated to be progressive in character."
Next they have omitted the description of all battles.
The strategy of a campaign or battle is highly technical
and could not be disposed of in less than a chapter.

Then,

it can readily be seen how foolish it is to endeavor to
tell something worth while in ttsn or twelve lines.

The

above mentioned are some of the negative features.
Mow in regard to constructive features.

Different

from most histories, it is a typical history and not a
negative history.

They have dwelt on the social and

economic aspects of our history, especially those which
hdd great weight in politics.

Where they have omitted

the description of battles and military strategy, they have
stressed causes, results, and problems of financing a war.
This they feel is more imperative to a civilian. Then
/
where they have omitted many explorations, they have used
that space to enlarge on our own immediate history.

The

majority of historians seem to think it best to touch
lightly on contemporary history.

First they realize that

it is a very difficult portion of history to write.

It is

as if you were looking at a painting very close"to it.
order to truly see the painting you must be back some

*

History of the United States. Beard.

Preface VI.

In

distance.

Then there are so many things to bass a pre

judice on.
In sunming up their work, I would say their big aim
is to write a text book that will be more suited to the
more mature ftigh-School student as compared with the grade
student.

I have been impressed by Beard’s "History of the United
States.- It is true, I was not acquainted with the bock
until I made this brief study, but I feel it is an excellent
Kigh-School text and that it does challenge the ability of
the students more than other texts I"have looked over.

I

believe it would require more work on the part of the .
instructor to teach it, but I feel that students interested
in history would acquire much benefit from Beards.

I

like the fair and unbiased ways in which he treats the
causes of wars and the greater amount of space given to
diplomacy, and foreign relations.
* History of the United States. Beard. Preface VII.

$:•

*
"We have aimed at standards of maturity. The study of
mere narrative calls mainly for the Use of memory. We have
aimed to stimulate habits of analysis, comparison, association,
to reflection and generalisation-habits calculated to
enlarge as well as inform the mind. We have been at great
pains to make our text clear, simple, and direct: but we
have earnestly sought to stretch the intellect of the
readers
to put them upon- their mettle. Most of them will
receive the last of their formal instruction in the High
School. The world will soon exnect maturity from then.
Their achievements will depend upon the possession of
other powers than memory alone. The effectiveness of their
citizenship in our republic will be measured by the excellence
cf their judgement as well as the fullness of their information

Thug I feal Beard13 aim was to write a secondary text
that would develop the reasoning powers and not the memory;
to write a real high.school text and net an overgrown
eighth grade text.
The text books criticised in this chapter are the
books that are used in the majority of the Secondary Schools
of Arizona and California.

There are many other texts

used over the United States, but in a blaster's Thesis it
would be impossible to consider them all.

In fact, a

study of all the history text books used in our High School,
would make a very good Master's Thesis in itself*

I have

confined myself to a study of the texts used in our state
and our neighboring state of California.

Since, in

educational standards, California ranks second and Arizona
ranks third, I believe these bocks ought to be a good
representation of the other texts.
The study of aims in Muzzey, V?est, Hart, Forman, Beard,
Thompson, and Fite give a very optimistic view of the
history stiuation.

A number of "aims" stand out from the

pages of the various texts, but they can be summed up and
the general tendency drawn out.

First, it is a noticable

fact, that the old "military history" has practically
.disappeared.

Then the "political" histories are moving

into the background and their places are being now occupied
by the texts that stress economic and social conditions.

A second condition that is quite noticeable is the purpose
of all the historians to tell the truth, and not color
events.

An atter.pt is made to show both sides of each

question.

At present special attempts are being made by the

majority of our authors, to develop a ,friendship for
Great Britain among our students.

True, they also endeavor

to obtain the studentts good will for all nations, but the
endeavor to bury all cur hatred for Great Britain and inculcate a lasting friendship for her is paramount.:
The third and last general aim gathered from these
texts, is the attempt to make the secondary histories more
difficult.

The author hopes, by this move to challenge the

studenti reasoning powers and not his ability to memorize.
The secondary historian is going to leave to the teacher
in the grades the.problem of giving a narrative history
to cur students.

Then;when the pupil reaches High School,

the instructor will take it for granted he already has the
narrative, and thus will proceed with the causes and results.

:■r; v',',- CHAPTER TI
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;AIMS AS THEY BEAR INFLUfHCE UPO® SOCIAL AWD

POLITICAL COHDITIOIS.
A question well werth looking into is, how does the
teaching of history affect our social conditions?

Can we

as teachers of history point out any social conditions in
the past or present which are results of history teaching
in the schools.

If we can, then we are getting some

tangible results regardless of whether the results are
positive or negative.

If they are positive, we can study

the causes and increase the effectiveness of the teaching
aims in that direction,

if on the other hand the results

are negative, we can. turn the trend of aims to affect the
undesirable conditions.

I believe it would be impossible

for any teacher to point out a certain situation and say;
"This condition was causes by the way history was taught
to the people of this or that generation."

But I do

believe it is possible to point to numerous problems and,
t circumstances in our country(s development and say that
the history teaching aims of that generation did much to
aid in bringing such conditions about; and it is equally
possible to analyze a certain existing situation and say
that if history were taught in a different way, the condition
would change and be remedied.

I will endeavor to mention

several conditions which have been caused or rather facili
’‘

tated and encouraged by the way much of our history is taught
'.
. "
or has been taught in the past. It seems to me that the

history teaching aims in our secondary schools were large
ly responsible in accomplishing the following things:

The

v feeling of friendship now existing between our North and
South; our desire to cooperate with and to be on good terms
with England; The Panama Canal; the acquisition of the terri• tory we took from Mexico after the Mexican War; National
.... • ...
.
. - • ' : V'
prohibition; the sentimental love for France; our policy of
i Isolation and opposition to the League of Nations; the great
number of "hero worshipers" in our country; the woman euffrage
'

'

Since my thesis is on aims of history and not "Social
conditions caused by history teaching, I will try to ex- •
plain only two of the above mentioned events, the acquisi
tion of Mexican territory, and our policy of isolation*.
Let us first consider the acquisition of Mexican

Y territory following our war with Mexico.

I believe the war

itself was fought and the territory annexed because of a dis
regard we had for the Spanish people imbued in our race by
teaching ofl Anglo Saxon texts from the days of Independence
to the time of the national strife and since.

There

la a feeling inherent in any race of people to regard
itself superior to all other raoee and this feeling
is quite essential to the race itself, but it must be held
in check.

The majority of the people who settled the

thirteen colonies were of English decent, and when the
thirteen colonise became the United States practically all
v the leaders were of English descent, not only because they
were the dominant element but also because in the
struggle for possession of this continent between the Eng-

lish, French, Spanish, Dutch, and Swedes/ the English
were successful.
tors or determined

The leaders naturally became the e d u c a 
who the educators should be.

The

educators picked out the text books to be taught in our
schools.

They quite naturally picked out the text books '

written by English or American., authors, text books that
extolled the great valor, bravery and accomplishment of the
English people and be-littled the work of the other nations.
Since Englandfs two great rivals in this hemisphere had
always been Spain and France, she would naturally endeavor
to have all the unfavorable history about these two nations
placed in our history texts.

After the Revolution, the

control^ passed from English hands into American hands,
and the majority of "Americans" were of English blood; but

. v
indomuch as France had aided us in the Revolution, we, in
gratitude began to aim at lasting friendship for that
nation in our History teaching.

So with our English blood

and love of France, we placed much in the history texts
beneficial for friendship to them and nothing but cruelty
and greed for Spain.

For example the greater part of our

early history of the south and southwest is Spanish history
yet very little space is given in our texts about their
great work of exploration and colonization and elaborate
system of government^traces of wnich can still be found
in our Southern Pacific States.

We are taught to believe

all of their work consisted of spurious expeditions in

search of gold and maltreatment of the Indians.
day if you will ask

Even to

any class in the north, east and

central portion of the country, which nation treated the
Indians with the greatest cruelty, the answer will come
back beyond doubt, "Spain."

Dr. Bolten calls attention to

the fact, that the Spaniard inter-married with the Indian
and preserved many of his ways and customs.

You have only

to look at the countries where the Spaniard touched— Mexico, and the greater portion of South America-- there
you will find races of Spanish and Indian mixture.

But

look where the English took hold ! They swept him off the
very face of the earth; they refused.to intsr-marry with
him; they built him no missions; and they offered him
neither learning nor means of income.
Thus our histories give very little mention to the
Spaniard, and less credit.

Where he is citied

search of gold or for cruelty to the Indian.

it is in
Thus our

people in the United States, grew un to have slight respect
for une bravery ox.the Spaniard and to look upon him as
being very treacherous and cruel.
went to war with Mexico.

With this condition we

And was the war justified?

Dr. .

Albert Bushnel Hart says that Polk was very anxious to buy
California, but he soon found cut the only way to secure
California was to fight for it.

So he then laid claim to

the old southern boundary of,Texas. Some of the Texans
■/ •
■
...
■
7..: '
claimed the Rio Grande and the Nueces. Hart would give the*

* Ir. Hart)art
' California.

Bolten, Head of Xept., University of

Impression that the Nueoea was the real boundary line, and
that when we sent troops into the territory between the
Nueoee and the Rio Grande we were really invading Mexico.
I could quote paeeagee from other histories, but it
is sufficient that a majority of our historians feel that
we had not a just cause to fight Mexico; that in all prob, ability the disputed territory belonged to Mexico; and that
this territory was only an excuse.

The thing Polk really

desired was more territory, especially California.

How,

if the war was unjust, how did it happen that the people
so willingly carried on the war?

Was it because they knew

the Mexican people form a contact and did not like them?
No, for many of the troops came from a part of the country
where they had no contact with Mexicans whatever.

My con

tention is that the one big factor in bringing all the
people to the President's was was the way they had been
educated in history.

They had no respect or feeling for the

people of Mexico, people of Spanish origin; they felt he
was a cruel, cowardly enemy; thus, they were only too ready
and eager to fight him.
The other situation I will now discuss, is our policy
of isolation.
•■ •<‘ . i

To-day all the great powers of the world
.*
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with the exception of the United States, Germany, and
Russia are in the "League of Nations".
y

.

• 1 '

the League?
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Why are we not in

•

All during the war our newspapers ,magazines,

and/periodicals were full of artiolee on a proposed combine
•;
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of nations, whereby war could he outlawed.
"this war must be the last one".

Everyone said,

Practically all of our

leaders desired some kind of an agreement with the leading
nations where by oonoerted action they could force arbitra
tion instead of war.

The war, finally ended on November 11,

1918 (or at least the Armiatioe was signed); then in January
1919, we find the Allies assembled in conference in Tarle.
The principle work before them after the settlement of bound
aries and the fixing of Indemlnltles was a constitution for
a League of Nations designed to prevent war.
entered readily into the plan.

America

President Wilson broke an

American precedent when he left America to act as a delegate.
Beyond doubt the late Mr. Wilson, George Benjamin Cleaenoeau
of Frame, Lloyd beorge of England, and Orlando of Italy
did more work on the Treaty of Versailles than anyone else.
They were spoken of as "The Big Four".

The constitution

for the League of Nations was at le&et completed and Woodrow
Wilson brought it back to the United States for the Senate
to ratify.

Here a hot fight ensued.

Many of the Congress

men were back of Mr. Wilson, but the majority fought him.
Woodrow Wilson then carried it to the people.

He made a

long tour of the United State*, speaking in all the principal
cities of the United State#.

It was a tremendous undertaking

and only a man inspired like Mr. Wilson would h&ve attempted
/

, it.

■

Whether the President could have turned the tide of

.<$ battle in favor of the League we will never know, as he

broke down and bad to return to Washington D. C. before M e
tour was completed.

Our great President never recovered from

this nervous breakdown, and while It was several years until
he died, many people feel that this effort to have America
take her place with the other great powers cost him hie life.
But now back to the main question.

What effort did the

history teaching have on this situation?

History teaching,

I feel , was responsible for the defeat of the League of
Nations in America, even when it was championed by some of
'

■ "

.

■

our greatest men.

-

■
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Here is the reason.

.

.

.

.
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Our histories have

eulogized George Washington and proclaimed hie ideas as a
precedent.

Washington in all of hie policies advised strict

isolation and neutrality.
One of hie outstanding acts in his foreign relatione
was when he issued his "Proclamation of Neutrality* in 1793.
Although many of our people desired to aid France against
England, because France had been our Ally in the Revolution,
no amount of ridicule or argument on the part of the Repub
licans could change him, for Washington was not a man to be
moved bu popular clamor.
well Address".

Then the next thing was his "Fare

The following generations have oome to look

on this address as a priceless political heritage.

One of the

outstanding things was to shun entanglements with European
polioiee.
Then after Washington’s Administration many other things
came to pass that encouraged a strict policy of
neutrality.

Jefferson in hie inaugural address.

4 3

I
3?. "honest friendship with all nations, entangling
alliances with none."

- ;

'i

So deeply did these principles sink into the minds
of the people at large that no late party or candidate has
dared to repudiate them."
France and England were still at war during Jefferson1s
administration. Jefferson got the Embargo act passed.
3
.
#.
"Then .Jefferson turned to the embargo; in a sense his
own policy.

He would keep American ships at home until the

time of danger was passed, avoid the irritating incidents
which were likely to arouse the war spirit in his own people,
and force England and France to yield in order to get our
products.

He would tnua prove that war is unnecessary and

that armies and'navies are a useless burden.

It prohibited

the departure for a foreign port of any merchant vessel,
except foreign vessels in ballast, and required vessels in
the coasting trade to give heavy

bond to land their

cargoes in the United States."
The next

"landmark" of isolation which has been

stressed in our History texts, is the "Monroe Doctrine,"
When the "Holy Alliance" was formed in Europe, England
had her foreign minister, George Canning, suggest to Pres
ident Monroe that he unite with England in declaring that
1.
2.
3.
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Europe should not extend her possessions Into the Western
Hemisphere.

Our Secretary of State, Jo:hn. Quincy Adams,

favored the plan, only he did not desire to go in with
England, but to make the declaration himself and stand by it.
So President Monroe, in his Annual Message in 1823, gave
voice to the principles that have since been known as the
"Monroe Doctrine."
*

It is strictly a policy of isolation.

"In the wars of the European powers, our matters

relating to themselves, we have never taken any part nor
does it conform with our policy so to do.

It is only

when our rights are invaded or seriously menaced that we
resent injuries or make preparation for our defense."
Inother words j we agree to leave Europe alone and only
ask the same courtesy from them.

At various times we have

been compelled to stand out and enforce this doctrine.
Especially the part where we ask Europe to keep out of this
Hemisphere.

We recall instances of France in Mexico; Eng

land and Venezula; Russia and the northwest; Germany in
South America, etc.

All these things have been emphasized

in History teaching.
Thus in the past we felt that we were truly isolated
from Europe by the ocean.
rapidly changing.
isolated?

*

But times and all things are

And we can no longer say that "we are

Steam,and electricity have truly united us to

"A Short History of the U.S.
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the rest of the world.
annihilated distance.

Steam and electricity have
When we consider the wireless, the

airplane, cables, ffrst sailing ocean steamers, submarines,
etc., can we any longer consider ourselves a separate
q
':
. . ■
division. Ws tried this in the recent great conflict.
tried to remain neutral.

But in vain.

We

The very life of

our nation depends upon its commerce and when a European
nation begins to destroy American lives and property with
out cause; then surely the affairs of Europe are our affairs
-- and no one realized this better than Woodrow Wilson.
tried long and labored in vain to keep us out of war.

He
Real

izing that it was impossible to keep us out of war, the next
and only thing left to do was to outlaw war as soon as this
war was ever.

We broke our first step of isolation when

we joined the Allies and with cur balance of power won the
war for them.

Our people at first said, nWe wont fight."

But when that w-ir was over, and our temper had cooled we
swing back into our old policy of isolation.

We rejected

the League of Nations. >But what is this League of Nations
which we rejected?

What is its purpose?

The purpose is

stated in the preamble.
*

"To achieve peace for the world by an agreement among the

nations not to resort to war; to bring about open, just
and honorable relations between them, to establish inter* The A.B.C. of the League of Nations
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national law and provide for its observance; to require
respect for all treaty obligations."
Can any fault be found with its purpose?

Surely not.

But, it is suggested that the plan is imperfect.

Probably

it is...:In fact anv new movement at first is imperfect.

mJ:

Recall^we had to discard our first form of government, the
Articles of Confederation.

Y e t ,they served their purpose.

At the time they were adopted it would have been impossible
to get the people to have accepted our Constitution of to
day •

When our country had outgrown the Articles of Confeder

ation they were thrown into the discard and the Constitution
written up and ratified.

Was it perfect-- certainly not 1

We have been compelled to ammend it nineteen times, and
if it was not for our policy of "loose construction" and
the "elastic clause" many more amendments would have been
necessary.
If, then you admit the purpose of the League is good,
t-trc# it is beyond doubt our duty to join the European
powers and

endeavor to arrange an effective and smooth

working constitution.

But still many of our people bring

up again the policy of isolation of our forefathers; because
they have been taught that way in our schools.
we have already abandoned the policy.'

In practice

V/e might mention

as events that are not in keeping with these policies our
entry into the World War; the participation in the Treaty
of Versailles; the Disarmament Conference; the World Court

and the representatives v;e have sent to their economic
conferences.

Still w e find men like Johnson, Lodge, Seed

and many other Senators holding out for isolation and

,.

pointing back to historic precedents in support of this
theorywhich has not kept pace with the times.
economic, religious

Our social,

and political conditions have all

changed since the days of Washington and Monroe.

Why then

must We cling to our old policy---because History has
taught us the slogan "friendship for all nations, entangling
Alliances with none."
''
'
' " C+'ii.K:
'.
I do not look for us to tibke active participitation in
the league of nations.

Our schools must first emphasis

these objectives of World federation.

How it has but a

feeble beginning in History teaching, for too many are still
clinging feverishly to our traditional doctrines of
isolation as an aim in their instruction.

There will be

another great war, more cruel, more devastitating tha\ this
one; then after, humanity has suffered so terribly, our
schools will begin to emphasize more and more the benefits
of a League for Peace among nations similar to our own
federation of states.

■ r

If we had begun;to teach a few

decades ago, this idea of world patriotism, the rising
generation would not be forced to endure the pain and hard
ships of the great conflict or conflicts that are to follow.

How that outstanding examples have been cited where
history teaching has been an important factor in the form
ing of our national policies and in the creation of certain
social situations, it will be the purpoee of this paper to
mention conditions now existing which could be remedied or
desirable conditions which do not exist but could be brought
about by the teaching of history,

........

First attention is called to world peace.

Every man,

women and child of our nation desire peace and no more war.
Yet our people all declare, "There must be more wars".
long as this attitude is taken, there will be more sar.

As
But

if all our history texts and teachers will emphasize, "There
must be no more war", a big step will be taken.toward.world
pe&ce..

...

_ .

In connection with this problem is the old idea, "We
must fight Japan".

If efforts of our educators are turned

toward creating a friendship for Japan, it is very improb
able we ever will fight Japan.

Instead of always studying

causes and results of wars, we should also study causes and
results of peace.

A quest Ion coming to the front to-day ia .the Ku Klux
Klan.

It is impossible to read a paper or a magazine with

out finding some mention made of this order.

J. W. Simmons,

founder and Imperial Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan of to-day,
seemed to be aware of the effect of history teaching on our
people.

On the front cover of the Ku Klux Klan pamphletlie

a passage from Woodrow Wilson's History quite favorable to
the old Klan of Civil War days.

Many other historians praised

the work of the Ku Klux Klan immediately after the Civil War.
That has fostered a kindly attitude for the original organi
sation.

If the historians will bring out the fact that the

Klan of to-day and the Klan of Civil War times are entirely
different organisations, and that they do not stand for the
same things, it will be a powerful weapon to use against
the "Klan".

•

Bolahevleim, one of the greatest dangers menacing our
nations, can be stamped out if time and space is given to
it by our educators..

A

through study of all the horrors and

evils growing out of Bolshevism in Russia will make our
coming generation loothe and despise it.
The hatred between labor and capital can be lessened
to a great extent.

Here in our school-room the children

of the rich and poor come into contact.

If they are taught

that each is dependent upon the other, and that each owe*
much to the other, class hatred will gradually decline.
There is need to-day for more respeot for law.

Why

do we find so many people breaking the 18th. amendmentT
It is because we are loosing our respect for law.

This must

be remedied in the schools and the history class is an ex
cellent place to start it.
Here we have a chance to help fade but one of the dark
est blots in the history of the white race; "The degradation
of the % m e American, the Indian".

have not been content

with taking away hib land, hie language, his religion, and
overthrowing him, but once we have him under our feet, we
stamp him into the ground; that even to the way he dreseee,
eats, and cute hie hair, he muet live as the white man dic
tates .

He is pictured in history aa cruel, lurking enemy

and hie deeds of revenge are beaconed on the pages of history
Why not picture the wonderful physical specimen of humanity
in the true light,'greeting the first white men aa angele,
bringing them food and gifts, and finally going aboard
Columbus'as hip8 and then being betrayed and taken to Spain
as slaves.

Show that by this and many other oruol deeds

we created in the Indian the thirst fos revenge.

The Indian*

back is td the wall; his arrows are broken; he has reached
the end of the trail; all that remains is "to die like a
man".

And what crime has the Indian committed?

He would

not give us his land without fighting for it; he would not
: be our slave and work for us; he would not bend his knee and
worship us; this is the"great"orime of which the Indian ie
accused.

But.I fear our historians will be compelled to

Bay, like Pilate, of old, nI find no fault with this Baa*.
Let us give the few that still.survive, "A square deal in
history™. - ■■ .v' ; ..
i ':J; '
' . •
-Loser California should he purchased from Mexico. , T1
■
■
prosperity and safety, of the greet southwest depends upon
^ /
/
It is truly a
the United States owning Lower California
7
^eographioal part of our nation. Why not possess it? Show
//
/thisyln our history texts and maps.
•
/■' '1//'
.. . .
//• Orientals must not be permitted to wwn land in America.
/

more Orientals can live upon a square mile of land than
M

1 //'white men.

Orientals oah live and prosper on land that the

:'/ 7

,
•y whites starve on.

Give them a foothold and they will crowd
'
ir us out just as surely as we Crowded out the red man. Text

f l

,■

r
l

■

7 book writers and teaohere must epsead this warning.

Defend

it on the ground, that not. only is it dangerous to permit
4

the Orientals to own land in America, but that we also have

f \ a right to refuse bsoause Japan will not allow a foreigner .
■ I
r
.
to own land in Japmi.
!
/
I
What is going to be the future of the negro? Will hie,

•tory repeat itself and the two races blend into one?

For

iWhenever in history you find two races living together they

i

■i

7

< .

gradually inter-marry until the two become one.:
hot be in America.

This must

The white race must never be permitted

to absqxb the negro race.

The negro must

be

made to feel

proud of hie black akin and be given a desire to keep hie
^ '
'
e t r a i n / p u r e T h e white must .be taught to deal with the
•

■

^

.

V

negro on a purely economic basie and give him a fair deal,
' but to flee from blood relationship like he would from a leper.
V

Many of our historians end history teachers are en
deavoring to te&oh internationalism.

Internationalism, as

it has been defined in this paper, is not to subordinate our
national patriotism but rather to increase it.

At the present

time with so many of the nations in a chaotic condition and
on the verge of dissolution, the world must have a few nations
• to act as a rook to which oivilisa&ion might anchor.

I do

not feel that I am over estimating the strength of our nation
when I say that America is one of the few remaining harbors
in which civilization can find a refuge.
The time is not at hand when our nation may take the
status of a state and be governed by a world central govern
ment.

Our duty to mankind to-day is to endeavor to help the

other nations get back to a stable condition and act as a big
brother to them.

The one big opportunity we had to work to

ward a "World State* for this generation has been turned down.
Immediately after the World War, with all nations sick of
. strife and with all great world leaders assembled at Versailles,
a rare opportunity was presented.

But we regseted it and the

opportunity has passed, as M s one of the greatest leaders
America ever possessed, the late Woodrow Wilson.

Such a pity

the people of this generation did not make use of him like
*' our forefathers did of Washington and Lincoln.

So from now

on I feel we must teaoh friendship and love for all nations
and "My country, may she always be right, but it's my country,
right or wrong*.

Many other conditions could be changed or brought about
by using certain "alma" in history teaching, but the ones
mentioned are those which stand out most prominent in the
> mind of the writer.

The writer does not contend that history

teaching Salma" alone cauld bring all these things to pass,
■ but like a great river which baa many aouroee, it could be
the tributary which does the moat to color and feed the main
stream.

ooicLusinn
In the opening Chapter of this Thesis I said the
fundamental aim of teaohing of American History In the
Secondary Schools was to seek a truer social adjustment.
Our nation is made up of peoples from v a r W £ races, from the
beginning to the present, and In the assimilation or
amalgamation of these separate types, as they,respond to
different environmental stimuli in different sections of our
country, many problems arose peculiar to our government alone.
American History, which is the record of our Past achieve
ments cannot separate itself from the economic, social, and
political outlook for the Future.

For that reason it is my

contention that the primary objective for teaching American
History in the secondary schools is to help our young people
to interpret the origin, development, present organisation
and significance of existing social institutions, agencies,
beliefs, prejudices, and aspirations through a study of the
movements and conditions of the Past which are still operating
and whose influence in the Future may be developed or checked
according as the emphasis in our history teaching is placed
on principles in keeping with the general aim of education
---"to rake the world a better place to live in."
A digest of the aims as viewed by educational theorists
(treated in the first three Chapters of this paper1 failed
to establish any standard fundamental purpose for American
History corresponding to the opinion just emphasized.

After

careful analysis of the long list of theoretical aims tab
ulated by Educational writers and Educational Committees,
two words will envelop them all, namely ’’good citisenshipT ,
and-^6% is the primary aim of civics and government courses.
In theory then the objectives of teaching American History in
our secondary schools have not been as penetrating ae one
would expect.
In practice, it is no better.

The last three chapters

reveal the fact that our schools having American History in
their curriculum have not only failed to follow tho aims of
theory but many go blindly ahead without any aims at all.
The textbook writer oan only hope to emphaei|<joertain frag
ments of alms, those to be supplemented by the aims of the
teacher, the aims of the school, and the aims of the particular
period of time.

The supplementing does not always take

place and for this reason History in the High*School has
come to he knows as the "dry" subject—

especially American

History because the pupil has not the interest Incentive
that a new subject gives and the teacher fails to stress
those secondary school aims which should arrouse new interests
in the "stable" subject.

The teacher is not all to blame,

for the authors of High School texts are guided more by
the Collegiate ideal, and, in heaping detail upon detail
they have made the course in secondary schools almost a
limiting tyrant to the pupil,obscuring the real aims of
the author in the memory trial his text demands.

The school,

too has its special aims, and so has the state or society
of the time, all of which may Effect the successful preseno
tations of the aims of even the superior teacher,

neverthe

less, the greatest power ever the pupil still lies in the
individual teacher, who, if he can make the pupils realize
v/hen they study history they are studying their own
inheritance; that the great object of history study is to
learn how man became what he is from what he was/and what'
ho- oscpooto--to b e , and who,if he can make such ohoicee In
the social whirl about us that the relative emphasis^ he
places on different events and movements work* in sitoh a
/
way as to create in the pupils an imderetandlng/more
amicable m o d a l and political conditions for the betterment
of all, then thiit is the type of History teacher whom we
should; desire; to keep.
It in the prime duty of the teacher, then, to see
that his aims and the aims of the text are not obscured
in endless fact learning nor.subordinated to customary
objectives or abstract theory.

Their aims should be

brought out in as living a manner as possible.

From the

text, the author*8 aims should be orltfjced or emphasized
by the teacher, and topics should be treated not as detail
upon detail bpfas unities developing them from their
genesis to their culmination for the P # p o e e of showing
how man through a series of effort# has raised himself
successively from one plane of civilization to another
..........
higher plane. Molescents in the high school cannot
.

.......

grasp this scheme of things by themselves trying to weed

it out of the text.

Therefore itia up to the teaoher to

explain. Illustrate, tuxl apply, through analysis and synthes 1#,
through comparisons and generalisations' until past conditions
and the

present appear before the pupil as one great moving

picture. .

.

:

.; - ...

;’

:

In A«erloan History, the events and movements that
have produced the democracy of to-day should he placed in the
foreground? it should gather up the threads of all previously
considered efforts at self-government, and bind them together
connecting the past to the present and the present to the
future outlook in an indissoluble manner.

This oan be done

by a wide use of ■Current events* study{ "When a pupil of
secondary sohool age forms this habit of reading current
history, he,will likely, continue reading it long after
his high school text and teacher are forgotten, but the
objective of linking the events of the present with the past
and the future will always pursue him.

The very fact that

some of the leading exponents of Historical theory in.the
last century consistently refused to admit that this was an
aim at all accounts for a great many of the unsolved problems
of our present century.

for example;

$roud*

on the latter

part of the nineteenth century steadfastly declared that
History could tell us little of the past and nothing of the
future.

*He said we should not waste our time over so

j^arren astudy if it were not for the two lessons that
■Justice and truth alone endure* and "that we should draw

no horoaoopee; that we should expect little, for what we
expeot will not come to pass."

Further he ®ays,"Tfih most

reaeenable anticipations fail us, anoce^e&s the most
opposite mislead ua, because the condition# of human problems
never repeat themselves.*

He scoffed at the idea of World

peace which Gibbon so hopefully propounded a few years before
him and said great condStsions came and went leaving the
world unchanged.

With mioh ideas forced upon teachers of

history only sixty years ago, is it any wonder then that the
idea of world pence w&a neglected as an objective in the
History courses of secondary sohools and is it any wonder
that a world war should break forth more terrible and more
destructive than any previous war?

Teachers are just now

beginning to realize the value of that aim in History study,
and, since the age of the high school youth

is the most

impressionable age,•it is in the secondary courses where
this objective demands most serious attention, But^however
greatly stressed,it will take more than one generation or
two or three to have sufficient force to change the channel
of our social course from a national to an international
feeling.

It were a* pity that we did not recognise this

objective sixty years ago and thus avert acme of the
•

I

:

•

’

oat&strophes which are lurking in the wake of the Great War
just ended.

;

Buckle was another Historical theorist who put a oloud
upon the i«^dy oif History.

He claimed History was a

gradual growth of human events just like the growth of
anything else in nature, a tree or an acorn; that no matter
what happened, things would work out the name in the end*— •
war or no war, great men or no great men, the result would
he the same.

He believed

great men were "but larger atoms,

obeying the same impulses with the rest, only perhaps a trifle
more erratic.

With them or without them, the course of

things would have been much the same.1* *In my opinion he
was entirely wrong and I had rather believe an John Stuart
Mill that "though the varieties of character among ordinary
individuals neutralise one another on a largo scale, except
ional individuals in important positions do not in any
given age neutralise one another-- that the volitions of
exceptional persons, or the opinions and purposes of the
individuals who at some particular time compose a government
may be indispensable links in the Chair of Causation by
which even the general cause® produce their effects; and T
believe this to be the only tenable form of the theory of
History." He goes on to say that '•eminent men do not merely
see the coming light from the hill-top; they mount on the
hill-top and evoke it; and if no one had ever ascended
thither, the light, in many oases might never have risen
upon the plain at all." and "In most states of society It
is the great men which deoidee even whether there shall be
any progress." *"
As an objective in the teaching of History, it Is
not my purpose to advocate the study of the lives of great
individuals to foster a hero worship or a belief in some
god-like nature.

This was the thought of former centuries

when man looked upon Genius as a mark of divinity; but we
are fast breaking away from that Idea and beginning to
recognize the possibility of developing the average mind
of the indivlivtaXa 0f any given per dod to

the

level of

the

* Kurtz, Cory, MoMimn, "Essays in Exposition" P.378. "The
Soienoe of History."
John Stuart Mill, "a System of Logic."
Published 1843
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Genius mind of the preoeeding period.

History shows how

oiwilisatlon has progressed in steps in exactly that
manner.

In every society, in every undertaking, there is

a "Master Mind."

Ordinary minds yield easily to a sort of

social hypnotism and take their general tone from the
personality or the achievements of the leaders of their
time whether it be writer, statesman, inventor or reformer.
This social suggestibility at its best in our secondary
school students should be directed to dispel that sense of
complete unreality which hampers the youth who is ponder
ing over the career of a great man.

The use of graphic

illustrations and autographed photographs of our leaders
is a valuable means to this end.

A study of these pictures

in oonneotion with short biographies of notable men who
have affooted American History, should constitute pivots
about which to revolve significant related data.

Then as

our students pass out into the world, among those minds of
the new generation, .who have assimulated the ideas of the
leaders of the old generation, there arise new leaders
who introduce new movements which again ardae the plane of
human efficiency.

Therefore I believe, along with

instruction in the movements of our History and beliefs of
cur age, should be taught an attitude of mind to reach out
ever in search of the better guided by ideals of the best as
typified in the leading personalities of our time.

As

Mill puts it, "What tha science of History can do is this.
It oan trace through past history the general cause which
had brought mankind into that preliminary state, which,
when the right sort of great, nan appeared, rendered them
accessible to bio influence. If this state continues,,
experiences renders it tolerably certain that -tn u longer
or shorter period the great man will be produced, provided
that the general otrcro»stBttoesf of the ooAtry and people
are compatible with his existence-- -It la in this manner
that the results of progress, except as to the celerity of
their production, oan be reduced to regularity and law."
It should be our aim to have the student understand this
1**'.

'

:

,■
:

In oloaing, then, I will quote a passage from the.
New York Syllabus in History for high schools, which in a
measure summarises the opinions I have given.
"The value of history to a student of high school age
lies in the fact that it enables him So understand the world
in which he is living, a M develop in him a certain power
to cope with present day problems by virtue of the widened
experience which.history gives. In teaching this subject,
therefore, the teacher should not lose sight of this aim,
otherwise the study is likely to degenerate into the mere
accumulation of faote of no relative importance to the
studenta. A genetic treatment of history being desirable,
whatever method may be employed, the unity of the human raoe
should be kept in view. The acquisition of facts is mainly
a memory exercise. The real value of history lice in the
appreciation it gives of mankind as a whole, and of the
advance of civilization."
The big aim in American history then, is to show how
our nation fits Into the scheme of things, and how the
individuals of our nation can put themselves in harmony
with the progressive movements of not only the nation but
the world.
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AIMS AS THEY BEAR IIIPLUBHOH UPOII SOOIAL AITD BOLITIGAI
COIJBITIOHS.
A question '."=11 ••jorth looking into is, hov; .do-2a the - '
(L'
*•
teaching of history effect our social conditions? Can we
as teachers of history point out any social conditions in
the past or present which are results of history teaching
in the schools.

If we can, then we are getting some

tangible r e s u l t s , regardless of whether the results are
positive or negative.

if they are positive, v/e can study

Olio c a u o - j S a n d i n c r e a s e t i n s e f f e c t i v e n e s s o f t h e t e a c h i n g
aims in that direction.

If on t h e

o t h e r hand t h e results
CL-

are negative, we can turn the trend of aims to effect the
undesirable conditions.

I believe it would be impossible

for any teacher to point out a certain situation and say,
"This condition nan

caused by the way history was taught

to the people of this or that generation."

But I do

believe it is possible to point to numerous problems and
circumstances in our country1s development and say that
the history teaching aims of that generation did much to
aid in bringing such conditions about; and it is equally
possible to analyse a certain existing situation and say
that if history were taught in a different way, the con
dition would change or be remedied.

4Ktus=i7i~th~l8'»ohap.t«r
\
I will endeavor to mention several conditions.which have

been caused or rather facilitated and encouraged by the way
much of our history is taught or has been taught in the
past.

It seems to me that the history teaching aims in

our secondary schools were largely responsible in

accomplishing the following things: 'She feeling of friend
ship nov; existing between our iDrth anu. gou.th; our desire
to cooperate with and be on good terms with England; the
Panama Canal; the acquisition of the territory we tool:
from Mexico after the Mexican V/ar; national prohibition;
the sentimental love for Prance; our policy of isolation
and opposition to the league of nations; the great number
of "hero worshipers" in our country; and woman suffrage.
Since my thesis is on aims of history and not "Social

' '■

r

t

conditions caused by history teaching, I will (only,try and
explain*%v/o of the above mentioned events , the acquisition
of Mexican territory, and our policy of isolation."
let us first consider the acquisition of Mexican
territory following our war with Mexico.

I believe the war

itself was fought and the territory annexed because of a
disregard we had for the Spanish people imbued in our race
by teaching of Anglo Saxon texts from the days of Independence to the time of the national strife and since. There
i s n feeling inherent in any race of people to regard
themeelves superior to all other races and this feeling
is quite
in check.

essential to the race itself, but it must be held
The majority of the people who settled the

thirteen colonies were of English decent, and when the
thirteen colonies became the United States practically all
the leaders were of English decent, not only because they
were the dominant element but also because in the
struggle for possession of this continent between the Eng-

impression that the Nueces was the real boundary line, and
that when we sent troops into the territory between the
Nueces and the Rio Grande we were really invading Mexico.
Professor Fiske in his "History of the United States"
smys very little: about this war. /He gives \ . a cause, ,.
^

The dispute about the territorv/between the Nueces and the
Rio Grande.

He says we acquired from Mexico, territory

equal to Germany, France and Spain.
<2.
Professor Evans in hie "Essential Facts of American
History" says that "Mexico protested against the apparent
invasion.bf her territory."

A

po&y

of Mexicans

crossed

^ ^ ^ t h ^ R i o Grande and killed some/American soldiers.

Polk at

once sent a message to Gdtigr/ss in which he stated "War
exists by the act of Mexicypherself ! Mexico has invaded our
territory and shed American blood on American soil"

----

Congress declared in 1846 that war existed by the "Act of
Mexico."
’
5.
"This amounted to $3,250,'000. more, making in all
$18,250,000. paid for ove^a/half million square miles."
Some very interesting Material on this point is in
Montgomery’s, "American History."

1.
2.
3.

"History/of the United &bp.tes" Wiske page 339-40
"Essenyfal Facts of American Hldi\ory" Evans Page 340
Essential Facts in Ameriqan History Evans Page 342

1.

1.
:
/OJJy-j"The President commanded General Taylor to siege the

strip of territory between the Rio Grand/ and the Nueces.
To quote General Grant’s words, obr troops were sent there
to provoke a fight, lexica was w
it^ciowardly."
a.
/
"Abraham Lincoln
then in Congress, demanded in a

AifuLA/
sense of resolution, known as the "Spo’
jti" resolutions to be
informed of the exact "spot" of tnis lolcodshed was, and
whether it had not been provoked by/a body of armed
Americans senr there by order of our government."
2"General
-

Grant says rIin his "Person 1 Memories," I. 53,

that he considered the Mexican W^r, qne of the most unjust
ever waged by a stronger against aweake r nation."
"Be assured," wrote Ambas sad or -SIi ell to

his govern-

ment at home, that nothing can be\ione h ith these people
\ /
until they shall have been chastised." (Obedient to the
hint, the President proceeded to ".Chastise" Mexico for not
handing over to the United States a second rich province."
^ nThe war was unpopular with many If the citizens of
the United States, who/felt that^\n unfair advantage was
being taken of a weaker neighbor
"War existed, buy by whose act Cpngress was no longer
at liberty to inquir^."
1.
3.
3.
z •,

"American History" Montgomery Page 266
"American History" Montgomery Pace 268
"History of the United States" Fite-; Pap;e 304-5
History of the'American People" Wilson Page 118

■1 .

"The \va r v/ith all its inexcusable aggression and fine
fighting was brought to a final^by a treaty\signed at
Guadeloupe Hidalgo on February 2 J 1848>"

'
‘.r
"The disputed region was uninhabited, and it is probable
tha.t time and diplomacy would hqfve given it/ to us without a

/

/

struggle. ' Such a course v/as net to be followed, for Polk
had other ends /in mind."
I could &©nl4$uiS->o quote passages from other histories,
but the&e

sufficient

prove tlndT~the majority of our

historians feel that we had not a just cause to fight Mexico;
that in all probability the disputed territory belonged to
Mexico; and that this territory was only an excuse.

The

thing Polk really desired was more territory, especially
California.

Mow, if the war was unjust, how did it

happen that the people

so willingly carried on the war?

Was it because they knew the Mexican people form a contact
and did not like them?

Mo, for many of the troops came

from a part of the country where they had no contact with
Mexicans whatever.

•

• :'

'

the

My contention is tnations big factor

in bringing all the people to the President's war., ,'was
the way they had been educated in history* $hey had no
respect or feeling for the people of Mexico, people of
Spanish origin; they felt he was a cruel, cowardly enemy;

/

thus they were only too ready and eager to fight* -^Uv^ v •
2. "A S hor t

St at e s"

Basse rts

The other situation I will now discuss, is our policy
of isolation.

To-day all the great powers of the world

with the exception of the United States, Germany, and
Russia are in the "league of Rations." W h y are we not in
the League?

All during the war our newspapers, magazines,

and periodicals were full of articles

on a proposed combine

of nations, where by war could he outlawed.
'this war must be the last one.

Everyone said,

Practically all of our

leaders desired some kind of an agreement with the leading
nations where by concerted action they could force arbitration
instead of war.

The war, finally ended on ilovember 11, 1918

(or at least the Armistice was signed); then in January 1919,
we find the Allies assembled in conference in Paris.

The

principle work before them after the settlement of bound
aries and the fixing of indemnities was a constitution for
a league of Rations designed to prevent war.
entered readily into the plan.

America

President Wilson broke an

American, precedent when he left America to act as a delegate.
Beyond doubt the late Mr. Wilson, George Benjamin Olemenceau
of Prance, Lloyd George of England, and Orlando of Italy
did more work on the Treaty of Versailles than anyone else.
They were spoken of as "The Big Pour."

The constitution

for the league of Rations was at least completed and Woodrow
Wilson brought it back to the United States for the
Senate to ratify.

Here a hot fight ensued.

Many of the

'•

Congressmen were back of Mr. Wilson, but the majority
fought him.

Woodrow Wilson then carried it to the people.

He made a long tour of the United States, speaking in all
the principal cities of the United States.

It was a

tremendous undertaking and only a man inspired like Mr.
Wilson would have attempted at.

Whether the President could

have turned the tide of battle in favor of the League we
will never know, as he broke down and had to return to
Washington D.C. before his tour was completed.

Our great

President never recovered from this nervous breakdown, and
while it was several years until he died, many people
feel that this effort to have America take her place with
the other great powers, cost him his life.
But now back to the main question.
history teaching have on this situation?

What effect did the
History teaching,

I feel was responsible for the defeat of the Le

?

Nations in America, even when it was championed

$ of

our greatest Amurietens.

Here is the reason.

Our Histories

have ser-t— cfL'eulogized George Washington and proclaimed his
rfX.
ideas as.precedent. Washington in all of his policies
advised strict isolation and neutrality.
One of his outstanding acts in his foreign relations
was when he issued his "Proclamation of Neutrality" in 1793.
Although many of our people desired to aid France against
England, because France had been our Ally in the Revolution,
no amount of ridicule or argument on the part of the

Republicans could change him, for Washington was not a man
to be moved by popular clamor.
"Farewell Address."

Then the next thing was his

The following generations have come to

look on this address as a priceless political heritage.

One

of the outstanding things was to shun entanglements with
European policies.
*

"My ardent

/ •i . \

desire is, and mv X i m has been 6asjfor) as

\

\

'

\

dependent upon thex executive department, to comply strictly
with all our engagements, foreign and domestic; but to keep
\

the United States free from political pcnnections with
every other country; to see them independent of all and
under the influence of none.
character, that the powers
we act

jof

In a\eo^d, I want an American
Europ^ jfnay be convinced that

for ourselves and\£ot for others.

This, is in my

judgement the only way to /tite respected abroad and liappy at
home, and not by becoming/ partisans fcf \G re at Britain or
France, create dissentions, disturb/public tranquility, and
destroy, perhaps foreve/, the cpmenjb which binds the Union."
Washington was undoubtiy right • \ Iff at thVt time we had
taken sides with any foreign power/or foreXgn policies
might have lost our sovereignty.

\

Then after Washington’s Administration many other
things bane to pass that encouraged a strict policy cf
neutrality.

Jefferson said in his inaugural address,

* Tucson Citizen, February 23, 1924.
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